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Abstract 
 

Background: 

Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) is an important determinant of 

children’s physical health, and is commonly measured using accelerometers.  

A major limitation of accelerometers is non-wear time, which is the time the participant 

did not wear their device. Given that non-wear time is traditionally discarded from the 

dataset prior to estimating MVPA, final estimates of MVPA may be biased. Therefore, 

alternate approaches should be explored. 

Objectives: 

The objectives of this thesis were to 1) develop and describe an imputation approach that 

uses the socio-demographic, time, health, and behavioural data from participants to 

replace non-wear time accelerometer data, 2) determine the extent to which imputation of 

non-wear time data influences estimates of MVPA, and 3) determine if imputation of 

non-wear time data influences the associations between MVPA, body mass index (BMI), 

and systolic blood pressure (SBP).  

Methods: 

Seven days of accelerometer data were collected using Actical accelerometers from 332 

children aged 10-13. Three methods for handling missing accelerometer data were 

compared: 1) the “non-imputed” method wherein non-wear time was deleted from the 

dataset, 2) imputation dataset I, wherein the imputation of MVPA during non-wear time 

was based upon socio-demographic factors of the participant (e.g., age), health 

information (e.g., BMI), and time characteristics of the non-wear period (e.g., season), 

and 3) imputation dataset II wherein the imputation of MVPA was based upon the same 
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variables as imputation dataset I, plus organized sport information. Associations between 

MVPA and health outcomes in each method were assessed using linear regression. 

Results: 

Non-wear time accounted for 7.5% of epochs during waking hours. The average 

minutes/day of MVPA was 56.8 (95% CI: 54.2, 59.5) in the non-imputed dataset, 58.4 

(95% CI: 55.8, 61.0) in imputed dataset I, and 59.0 (95% CI: 56.3, 61.5) in imputed 

dataset II. Estimates between datasets were not significantly different. The strength of the 

relationship between MVPA with BMI and SBP were comparable between all three 

datasets. 

Conclusion: 

These findings suggest that studies that achieve high accelerometer compliance with 

unsystematic patterns of missing data can use the traditional approach of deleting non-

wear time from the dataset to obtain MVPA measures without substantial bias. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1 The Importance of Physical Activity in Children 

Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) is a critical component in the 

maintenance of a healthy lifestyle.1 Currently, only 7% of Canadian children and 

adolescents are meeting national MVPA guidelines, which suggest attaining 60 minutes 

of MVPA per day to incur health benefits.2 This is of major public health concern, as 

MVPA has been shown to not only benefit children’s physical health, but also their 

mental health, motor skills, and physical fitness.3-5 For example, increased levels of 

MVPA have been associated with a lower blood pressure response to mental stress, 

suggesting a lower risk of future development of cardiovascular disease.6 Similarly, 

increases in MVPA have been associated with a decreased risk of developing obesity. 

One particular study compared the odds of developing obesity in the most active to the 

least active children, and found an odds ratio of 0.36 (95% CI: 0.17, 0.74) in girls and 

0.03 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.13) in boys.7 Similar associations have been found elsewhere in the 

literature.8  

Because of its importance to health and well-being, MVPA is a frequently 

measured variable in epidemiological studies of children and youth. Measures of MVPA 

are used in surveillance studies, etiological studies using observational designs to explore 

the determinants of MVPA and relevant health outcomes, and experimental studies 

examining the effectiveness of interventions on increasing MVPA levels. A common 
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thread for physical activity research conducted with all of these study designs is the need 

for valid MVPA measures. 

1.2 Measurement of Physical Activity in Epidemiological Studies 

Traditionally, physical activity data collection in epidemiologic studies relied 

exclusively on subjective measures (e.g., self-reported questionnaires), primarily due to 

their cost-effectiveness and decreased burden on study participants. Recent studies, 

however, have highlighted several issues associated with the subjective measurement of 

MVPA, specifically the threat of social desirability bias and recall error.9,10 These issues 

have likely led to misclassification of MVPA in past studies that relied upon subjective 

measures, as participants are more likely to overestimate the frequency, duration, and 

intensity of their physical activity, and underestimate the amount of time they spend 

sedentary. In fact, in a systematic review of 187 studies that compared subjective and 

objective MVPA measures among children and youth, Prince et al. found that most 

studies showed a low to moderate correlation between the subjective measures (e.g., 

questionnaire, diary) and the objective measures (e.g., accelerometry, doubly-labelled 

water). 11 Furthermore, there was tremendous variation in results across the studies 

included in this systematic review, with correlations ranging from -0.71 to 0.96.11  

Given the limitations of subjective MVPA measures, physical activity data 

collection techniques have been expanded in recent years to include objective measures, 

such as accelerometers. Accelerometers are small electronic devices (about the size of a 

$1 coin) that can objectively assess the duration, frequency, and intensity of movement in 

a series of small time intervals called epochs.12 For each epoch, the data are recorded as a 

count value, with a higher count value representing a higher intensity of movement.12 A 
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typical study would require participants to wear an accelerometer on an elasticized belt 

around their waist, or in some cases their wrist, continuously for 7 consecutive days.2 

Oftentimes, the accelerometer collects data in 1-minute epochs, resulting in a total of 

10,080 individual pieces of movement data collected for each participant over the course 

of the week-long measurement period.2,13 These 10,080 data points go through a series of 

complex data processing and cleaning procedures to derive the summary physical activity 

variables that are used for statistical analyses, such as the average minutes per day spent 

in MVPA.8 

Accelerometers have greatly benefited the field of physical activity research as 

they provide more valid measurements than can be obtained using subjective measures. 

However, although they are not susceptible to the same measurement issues as subjective 

measures, accelerometers are not perfect measurement tools and there are inherent issues 

in their use that may be contributing to artificially diminished levels of observed MVPA. 

One of these issues is “non-wear” time. 

1.3 Non-Wear Time in the Accelerometer Measurement of Physical Activity  

Non-wear time refers to times in which the participant removed and subsequently 

did not wear their accelerometer during the measurement period. Although researchers 

instruct participants to wear an accelerometer during all waking hours for the duration of 

the measurement period, which is typically 7 days long, participants do not always fully 

comply with these instructions and often remove their accelerometer device for extended 

periods of time. This occurs for a variety of reasons, most commonly because the 

participant may find it uncomfortable to wear the device and its accompanying elasticized 

belt, because they may not like it’s physical appearance, or because they may participate 
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in sports where there are either rules that prohibit wearing non-clothing items or where 

there is a risk of breaking the device through contact.14,15 Finally, most accelerometers 

are not waterproof and participants are usually instructed to remove their device when it 

could get wet (e.g., bathing, swimming).14  

After the accelerometer data have been collected, non-wear time can be identified 

in the raw dataset by a string of consecutive epochs with zero count per minute values. 

For example, if the data were being collected in one-minute epochs and the participant 

removed their accelerometer for a 60-minute long basketball practice, 60 consecutive 

epochs registering zero counts per minute would be recorded by the accelerometer. The 

most common approach in handling non-wear time is to delete these segments of data 

from the dataset during the cleaning and processing of the raw accelerometer data.8,13 

Also deleted from the dataset are days with too much non-wear time (i.e., days with 

insufficient wear time, often defined as <10 waking hours), which are considered 

invalid.8 Lastly, participants with an insufficient number of valid days (often defined as 

<4 days with ≥10 hours of wear time) are deleted from the dataset altogether.8 This 

means that for participants with non-wear time, the final physical activity variables that 

are being derived during the cleaning and processing of the raw accelerometer data are 

obtained using data that is partially missing.16 Studies have shown that 65-80% of 

children have at least some non-wear time and missing data over a 7-day measurement 

period.13 Furthermore, up to 30% of participants in some studies have so much non-wear 

time that their accelerometer data is considered invalid, and these participants are 

discarded from the sample altogether.17 In other words, if a study started with 1000 

participants, the final physical activity variables would only be derived for about 700, and 
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about 500 of these participants would have final physical activity variables derived from 

incomplete data. 

When researchers clean and process raw accelerometer data using the approach 

described above, they make three assumptions. First, they assume that levels of MVPA 

during non-wear and wear time are comparable. Second, they assume that that levels of 

MVPA are comparable in days with sufficient and insufficient wear time. Third, they 

assume that participants who are retained in the dataset are comparable to those who have 

been excluded due to insufficient accelerometer data. These assumptions may not hold, 

however, since children often remove their devices for specific reasons. For example, 

children commonly remove their accelerometer to play sports, wherein they would 

accumulate some MVPA.14 Further, it has been shown that children with a lot of non-

wear time may be different from children with little or no non-wear time. For example, 

one study of 10-14 year olds found that children who were older and who had a higher 

body mass index (BMI) were more likely to have so much non-wear time that final 

physical activity variables could not be derived.18 Ultimately, if these three key 

assumptions are not met, the internal validity of the studies could be compromised. As a 

result, other techniques, such as imputation, are beginning to emerge as a means of 

handling the missing raw accelerometer data collected during non-wear time.  

Imputation is the process by which missing data is replaced with an approximated 

value. This technique can be used in accelerometer studies to replace missing data 

through the imputation of individual epoch count per minute values, or through the 

imputation of summary physical activity variables. A few different imputation techniques 

have been utilized in physical activity research, with the most common being mean 
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imputation. If this method was being used to impute MVPA, then the missing values that 

were recorded during non-wear time would be replaced with the average summary of the 

group or individual-level MVPA recorded during wear time.19,20 This method has been 

shown to introduce bias into accelerometer studies, as the imputed values will often 

systematically over or underestimate the true value.19,20 A second imputation approach 

that was developed in a recent study by Lee and Gill is based on a zero-inflated Poisson 

log-Normal (ZIPLN) model.21 The benefit of this model was that it could account for the 

unique nature of accelerometer data, which exhibits both auto-correlation and zero-

inflation. The auto-correlation results from the repeated, consecutive measurements on 

the same individual. The zero-inflation results from the high proportion of zero count 

values that are recorded during sedentary time. As a result, the ZIPLN model can better 

predict imputed values and derive less biased physical activity estimates than mean 

imputation models.21  

Although this model is superior to most, it may still be subject to error as it does 

not utilize all available information about participants that were collected in the study; in 

particular, the contextual information describing what participants were doing when their 

accelerometer device was removed. This information could be used to further improve 

the prediction of non-wear time accelerometer epoch values. Other factors that could 

assist in informing the imputation of non-wear time, but are not often used, are socio-

demographic, behavioural, and time information, which are associated with MVPA. This 

includes information such as sex and age, since girls and older children are less likely to 

participate in MVPA.22 It may also include time factors such as season, day of the week, 
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and time of day of the missing epoch values, as children are less likely to engage in 

MVPA during fall and winter months, weekends, and morning and evening hours.3,23-25  

1.4 Rationale 

Obtaining accurate physical activity data is important in physical activity 

research. As such, data collection techniques have recently shifted from subjective (e.g., 

questionnaire) to objective (e.g., accelerometer) measures of physical activity. There are 

several measurement issues that remain when objectively measuring physical activity, 

however, such as achieving high wear-time compliance. This results in non-wear time 

and ultimately missing data, preventing final physical activity variables from being 

derived from complete accelerometer measurements. Ambiguity still remains regarding 

the most appropriate way of dealing with non-wear time, however imputation has shown 

considerable promise.26 That being said, no previously developed methods of imputation 

have considered the activities performed while the monitor was removed, and only a few 

have considered some of the additional contextual information such as the socio-

demographic, health and time information of participants, which has been shown to 

influence MVPA.22,23,25,27  

1.5 Objectives and Hypotheses 

The three objectives of this thesis research are as follows: 

1) To develop and describe an approach that imputes plausible non-wear time 

accelerometer epoch values based upon socio-demographic characteristics of the 

participants, time characteristics of the epoch measures, and contextual 

information on what children were doing when their accelerometers were 

removed. 
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2) To determine the extent to which imputation of non-wear time accelerometer data 

influences estimates of MVPA within children, including average minutes per day 

of MVPA and the proportion of children accumulating enough MVPA to meet 

physical activity guidelines (i.e., a daily average of at least 60 minutes).  

3) To determine if the imputation of non-wear time accelerometer data influences 

the observed associations between MVPA, BMI, and blood pressure within 

children. 

 

It is hypothesized that levels of MVPA will be higher when summary MVPA values are 

estimated using an accelerometer dataset wherein non-wear time epoch values have been 

replaced using imputation, rather than deleted using traditional cleaning techniques. 

Further, it is hypothesized that the relationships between MVPA and health outcomes 

will be stronger when MVPA values are estimated using an accelerometer dataset 

wherein non-wear time epoch values have been replaced using imputation, rather than 

deleted using traditional cleaning techniques. 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

This thesis follows the guidelines set in place by the Queen’s University School 

of Graduate Studies for a manuscript-based thesis.28 The second chapter provides a 

literature review of the application of accelerometers in physical activity research, with a 

focus on the measurement issue of non-wear time and statistical techniques to handle 

missing data. The third chapter is the Manuscript, which examines the effect of 

accelerometer non-wear time on the physical activity of 10-13 year old children, 

specifically through the development and application of an imputation technique utilizing 
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contextual information to inform the imputation of missing data. Lastly, the fourth 

chapter consists of a general discussion of the findings and their importance in the field 

of physical activity epidemiology. Appendices are included at the back of the thesis to 

provide the reader with additional methodological information that could not fit within 

the Manuscript.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 
 

2.1 Introduction 

Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) positively influences the 

physical, mental, and social health of children and youth.1-3 Accelerometers are 

increasingly being used to objectively measure MVPA, however there are several 

inherent issues in their use that could influence the validity of the measurements they 

provide. This thesis focuses specifically on the accelerometer measurement issue of non-

wear time, and the development of an imputation method that uses participant’s socio-

demographic, health, time, and behavioural information to inform the replacement of 

missing data during these non-wear periods. The purpose of this Literature Review is to 

summarize the existing research in the use of accelerometers in physical activity studies, 

the cleaning and processing of accelerometer data required to obtain final MVPA 

estimates, and the reasons for and implications of accelerometer data missingness. There 

will be a specific focus on the measurement issue of non-wear time, and how imputation 

can be used to replace missing accelerometer data. The chapter starts with a general 

overview of accelerometer studies and the traditional data cleaning and processing 

techniques used to derive the final physical activity variables. It then reviews some of the 

major findings in this field that have led to the conceptualization of this thesis. The 

chapter finishes with detail about the measurement issue of non-wear time and the 

limitations in current techniques that are used to handle the resulting data missingness. 
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2.2 Measurement of Physical Activity in Epidemiology Studies 

The use of accelerometers in the measurement of physical activity has become 

increasingly common, and is preferred over the subjective measures (e.g., questionnaires) 

used in the past. This is because accelerometers can objectively assess intensity, duration, 

and frequency of physical activity.4,5 Additionally, they are not subject to the same 

limitations as subjective measures such as social desirability bias and recall error, which 

may lead to overestimated estimates of activity duration and frequency, and 

underestimated estimates of time spent sedentary.6,7 Despite these benefits, however, 

there remain inherent issues in the use of accelerometers that limit their reliability. With 

their widespread use in the measurement of physical activity in research settings, it is 

critical that these issues are understood and accounted for in research. One of the biggest 

issues is accelerometer non-wear time and the resulting missing data, which will be 

discussed at length in the following sections.  

2.3 Key Terms for Accelerometer Physical Activity Research 

To assist the reader in understanding and interpreting this literature review, the 

following section defines key terms, concepts, and technical jargon that are used in 

accelerometer research and throughout this thesis.  

• Accelerometer: Within the context of physical activity research, an accelerometer is 

a small electronic device that objectively measures the volume and intensity of 

physical activity. It does this by detecting movement forces, and recording their 

magnitude as count values in predefined measurement intervals called epochs. The 

greater the intensity of movement, the greater the count value that is recorded in the 

epoch. A greater number of epochs with high count values equates to a greater 
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volume of physical activity. Accelerometers are typically worn on an elastic belt on 

the right hip, but in some studies they are worn on the wrist or ankle. 

• Epoch: The specified time interval over which the accelerometer records data (e.g., 

15-sec, 1-min, etc.). For example, if 1-minute epoch lengths are used over a 7-day 

measurement period, each participant would have 10,080 distinct 1-minute 

measurement intervals.  

• Count: The intensity of movement occurring during each epoch is reflected in the 

count value recorded for that epoch. For example, a count value of 1000 would 

indicate more movement during that epoch compared to a count value of 10.   

• Physical Activity Intensities8: Physical activity, and movement in general, can be 

classified into different intensity categories including sedentary behaviour, light 

intensity, moderate intensity, and vigorous intensity activity. Often times moderate 

and vigorous intensity activity are combined. Each intensity of activity is associated 

with a metabolic equivalent (MET) measurement, which represents the energy cost of 

an activity. METs of <1.5, 1.5-2.9, 3.0-5.9, and ≥6.0 represent sedentary, light, 

moderate and vigorous activity, respectively.9 These MET values correspond to the 

count per minute values recorded by the accelerometer, and therefore intensity of 

activity can be assessed directly from count measures. For example, for children 

wearing the Actical accelerometer device, count per minute values of <100 reflect 

sedentary behaviour, count per minute values between 100 and 375 reflect light 

intensity activity, and count per minute values of 375 or more indicate moderate-to-

vigorous activity. It is important to note that these intensity cut-points vary depending 
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on several factors, including the specific accelerometer device used in the study, 

epoch length, age of participants, etc. 

• Uniaxial/Triaxial/Omnidirectional Accelerometers10: Different types of 

accelerometers measure physical activity in different planes. Uniaxial accelerometers 

measure movement in the vertical plane only. Triaxial accelerometers measure 

movement in the vertical, anteroposterior and lateral planes. Omnidirectional 

accelerometers capture movement in all directions. As explained in later chapters, 

omnidirectional accelerometers were used in this thesis research.  

• Accelerometer Processing and Cleaning11: This defines the steps through which the 

count values recorded within the thousands of individual epochs are processed in 

order to derive the final physical activity variables used for statistical analyses. For 

example, if 1-minute epochs were used over a 7-day measurement period, there 

would be a total of 10,080 individual epoch count values. These 10,080 count values 

would have to be processed to calculate, for instance, the average number of minutes 

per day of MVPA, which would be the summary variable used in the statistical 

analyses. The accelerometer cleaning involves several steps including the 

identification of non-wear time, removal of invalid days with insufficient wear time, 

removal of participants with an insufficient number of valid days, defining the 

intensity of movement for each individual epoch value, and averaging these values 

across the measurement period. These terms are defined immediately below, and 

more details on accelerometer processing are provided in the next section. 

• Wear Time vs. Non-Wear Time12: Wear time refers to the number of hours the 

accelerometer was worn each day during waking hours throughout the measurement 
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period. Participants often remove their accelerometer during the measurement period, 

and this is referred to as non-wear time. Non-wear time is detectable within the 

accelerometer measurement data collection by a series of consecutive epochs with 

zero count values recorded.  

• Valid Day vs. Invalid Day11: A minimum number of waking hours (often defined as 

≥10 hours) are required for a specific individual day for it to be considered valid. All 

epoch values recorded during days with less than 10 hours of wear time are removed 

from the analyses, as these days are considered invalid.11 The summary physical 

activity variables are calculated using only the epoch values recorded during wear 

time on valid days.   

• Valid Participant vs. Invalid Participant11: Each participant must have a minimum 

number of valid days in order to be included in the analysis. Commonly, participants 

with less than 4 days of valid data are excluded from the analyses.11  

2.4 Measuring Physical Activity using Accelerometers 

The next section of this literature review discusses how accelerometers are used to 

measure physical activity levels in research settings. This includes a description of what 

accelerometers are and how they work, the type of raw data that is recorded by the 

accelerometers during the measurement period, and the data processing steps that are 

involved in converting the raw accelerometer data into the physical activity variables that 

are used in the statistical analyses (e.g., average daily minutes of MVPA). It is important 

for the reader to have a basic understanding of the steps involved in the capturing and 

processing of accelerometer data, as they are germane to this thesis research.   
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As shown in Figure 2.1 below, physical activity accelerometers are small devices 

about the size of a $1 coin. They are typically worn on the hip using an elasticized belt, 

and measure physical activity in a series of specified measurement intervals (e.g., 1-min, 

15-sec) called epochs. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Picture of an Actical accelerometer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Movement is measured and recorded continuously (e.g., 10,080 consecutive 1-

minute epochs over 7 days) through the conversion of electrical signals proportional to 

the size of the exerted force.13 Signals are summed over the measurement interval to 

produce a count value reflecting the intensity of movement for that epoch.13 An example 

of the resulting accelerometer raw data for one day of one participant can be found below 

in Figure 2.2. The x-axis of the graph represents the time of day. The height of the bars 

along the y-axis represents the count value recorded during the 15-second epochs, and 

thus the intensity of activity during that brief period of time. 
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Fig. 2.2: Example of a full day of accelerometer data from one participant. 

 

Epoch count values are used to define intensity of physical activity, and epochs 

falling within the same intensity categories are averaged to produce final physical activity 

variables. For example, sedentary behaviour is defined as count per minute values <100 

(note: if 15-second epochs were used, as in Figure 2.2, this would be akin to <25 counts 

per 15 seconds). Therefore for each participant, all epochs on valid days registering count 

per minute values <100 are summed per day, and averaged across the participant’s wear 

time to obtain an estimate of the average daily time spent sedentary. This requires a series 

of processing steps that can be done individually for each participant using software 

provided by the accelerometer manufacturer, or in batch format (i.e., all participants 

simultaneously) using customized code written for statistical software packages such as 

SAS. These processing steps are described immediately below and are illustrated in 

Figure 2.3 (see page 23). 

Step 1: Identifying and deleting epochs that occurred during non-wear periods. 

Alternatively, if imputation is used, the zeros recorded for epochs during non-wear 

periods would be replaced with imputed values and Steps 2 and 3 would be skipped. 
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Step 2: Defining each measurement day as either “valid” or “invalid” depending 

on the number of minutes remaining after removal of non-wear periods. Days with 

insufficient hours to meet a certain “valid day” threshold are considered invalid and are 

typically deleted from the dataset. Most commonly, a valid day is defined as a day with 

≥10 hours of accelerometer wear-time, although debate still exists as researchers remain 

uncertain if this is the most appropriate value in striking a balance between accurate 

accelerometer measurements and participant retention.11  

The choice of valid day criteria has the potential to greatly impact sample size. 

For example, one study of 1348 children aged 11-14 years found a consistent decrease in 

participant retention with increased valid-day criteria, with 82.1% and 75.0% of the 

sample being retained when using 8 or 10-hour criteria, respectively.14 This retention 

dropped dramatically with the use of 12 or 14-hour criteria, with 35.3% and 2.8% being 

retained, respectively. Others have shown that changing the wear time criteria also 

influences the summary physical activity variables that are ultimately determined during 

the data processing. For instance, a study by Catellier reported that when 8, 10 or 12 

hours was used as the valid day criteria, the average MVPA/day was 148, 147 and 159 

MET/min, respectively.15 Thus, the choice of valid day criteria has the ability to not only 

influence the amount of participants retained in the sample, but also the final physical 

activity variables.   

Step 3: Participants with an insufficient number of valid days (e.g., <4 days out of 

7) are typically removed from the dataset and thus the study. There is currently no 

consensus as to the number of days that should be required. Although 3 or 4 days is 

commonly used,5,8,11 a range of 1 to ≥10 days can be found in the literature.11,16 This cut-
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point is important as it has the potential to eliminate many participants, with one study 

showing the deletion of 30% of participants following this step.17  

In an attempt to determine the best valid day cut-point criteria, Trost et al. 

conducted a study comparing activity levels when different valid day criteria were used.18 

They determined that children in grades 1-6 had significantly less day-to-day MVPA 

variability compared to adolescents in grades 7-12. Additionally, children showed much 

higher levels of MVPA on weekends than weekdays; the reverse trend was observed in 

adolescents. It was determined that for 0.80 reliability, and the capture of 

weekday/weekend differences, a minimum of 4 days was adequate for children and 

adolescents.18,19 Although the exact impact of valid day cut-point changes on physical 

activity estimates and etiologic relationships is unknown, it can be hypothesized that 

criteria requiring fewer days would lead to increased misclassification of habitual 

physical activity levels.   

Step 4: Each epoch of accelerometer data is defined as either sedentary, light, or 

moderate-to-vigorous activity based on the accelerometer count value recorded during 

that epoch. There are no universally accepted guidelines for intensity cut-points, and 

considerable variation has been observed in the literature.11,20 For example, a review of 

the literature by Cain et al. found over 11 different accelerometer count values used to 

define MVPA, with cut points ranging from 400-3600.8 One reason for such variation 

among each study population is simply due to the plethora of cut-points that have been 

developed in different studies. These studies typically compare direct physiological 

measurements of intensity (e.g., oxygen intake and output) with accelerometer output 

during a variety of activities of varying intensities. The difficulty with these validation 
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studies, however, is the fact that each one is done using a different study population (e.g., 

different ages, sexes, etc.), ultimately leading to considerably different accelerometer cut-

points.21 Other issues in the determination of universal cut-points exist due to the variety 

of accelerometer models and devices that are available, and the inconsistency in how 

these devices record forces and accelerations. For example, if a person was wearing two 

different types of accelerometer devices at the same time, they may record very different 

count per minute values during movement activities.  

Step 5: Minutes of each intensity of physical activity (sedentary, light, moderate 

and vigorous) are then averaged across the participant’s total wear-time to create the final 

physical activity variables used in statistical analyses.  

 

Fig. 2.3: Flowchart of the steps involved in the processing of accelerometer data 
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A summary of the steps involved in processing accelerometer data is illustrated 

above in Figure 2.3. At each of these cleaning stages, decisions need to be made, and no 

universally accepted accelerometer cleaning protocols exist.11,22-24 Changing the 

definition of any one of the steps in the cleaning process can impact both the amount of 

missingness present in the data, and the final physical activity variables. For example, a 

strict non-wear definition (e.g., 20 minutes) will lead to more data being discarded as 

non-wear compared to one that is more relaxed (e.g., 60 minutes). This has implications 

on the following cleaning step (determining valid days) as discarding too much data in 

the first step may potentially lead to fewer days meeting the valid day criterion. This 

inevitably impacts the following step (determining which participants have enough valid 

days) as participants with fewer days than the cut-off will be excluded from analyses.  

2.5 Missing Accelerometer Data 

2.5.1 General Overview 

This thesis research focuses on the implications and handling of missing 

accelerometer data resulting from non-wear time. Research participants are typically 

instructed to wear their accelerometer during all waking hours over 7 consecutive days, 

removing only for bathing or water activities such as swimming.5 Despite this, missing 

data remains a common measurement issue encountered in the use of accelerometer data, 

and results in unrecorded and missing pieces of physical activity data. Current studies 

have shown that less than 20-35% of child participants have complete accelerometer data 

over a 7-day measurement period.5 In other words, there is non-wear time and 

missingness for the majority of participants.25 This missingness occurs at two-levels. 

First, participants can have missing strings of accelerometer data over the measurement 
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period due to device removal and non-wear time. For instance, if the participants’ 

physical activity is being measured in continuous one-minute epochs over a 7-day 

measurement period, there will be missing accelerometer data for some of the 10,080 

one-minute intervals. See Figure 2.4 for an illustration of what non-wear time looks like 

in the accelerometer data. The non-wear time in this figure occurs between 18:08 and 

19:25. 

Fig. 2.4: Illustration of non-wear time in the accelerometer data 

 

 

 

 

 

Second, if there is too much non-wear time, a participant’s final physical activity 

variables – the variables derived during the cleaning and processing of the accelerometer 

epoch data – cannot be calculated, and are therefore missing. This second level of 

missingness was already explained in more detail in the section on cleaning and 

processing of accelerometer data (see Section 2.4).  

Non-wear time is often identified during the accelerometer cleaning and 

processing stages as a string of consecutive epochs recording zero count per minute 

values (see Figure 2.4 for a visual representation). Currently, many studies define a non-

wear period as a 60-minute string of consecutive zero counts among one-minute 

measurement intervals,5 although no standardized criteria exists. This results in 

considerable variability across studies.11,22 For example, although 60-minutes is often 
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used, a study by Catellier et al. defined non-wear time as a 20-minute string of 

consecutive zero counts.15 Difficulty arises in determining non-wear time based solely on 

strings of zero counts since the accelerometer also records zero counts if the participant is 

being extremely sedentary (e.g., sitting very still). If the criteria is too lenient, true 

sedentary time could be discarded from the dataset, whereas if the criteria is too strict, the 

risk of retaining true non-wear time and misclassifying it as sedentary time is increased. 

Discrepancies in the criteria used to define non-wear time based on strings of consecutive 

zero counts is due to a variety of factors, particularly the age of participants, and the 

length of accelerometer measurement intervals.15,22,23 As adults can sit still for longer 

than children, longer bouts of zero counts are typically used to define non-wear time 

within adult populations. In addition, longer epochs are less sensitive to movement, 

typically resulting in the utilization of a longer non-wear definition to ensure the device 

was actually removed. Although studies may adjust the criteria for age and epoch length, 

no age or epoch-standardized definitions currently exist.22 

2.5.2 Determinants of Non-Wear Time 

Several factors contribute to non-wear time. The primary reasons children and 

adolescents cite for removing their accelerometer are because they do not like its physical 

appearance, because wearing an accelerometer increases their risk of being bullied, 

because they find it uncomfortable, and because they need to remove the accelerometer 

during some sports (e.g., contact sports or sports that do not allow non-clothing items to 

be worn). Additionally, non-wear time can arise in children and adolescents as they may 

simply forget the accelerometer on upon waking.26-28 Reasons for non-compliance were 

found to differ between sexes, with girls most concerned about the “look” of the device 
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and boys most concerned with discomfort and the potential for breaking it when active.26 

For this reason, boys reported wearing the accelerometer less when they were most 

active.26  

Age also impacts non-wear time, with less non-wear time observed among 

children in grade 6 compared to grades 7 and 8, irrespective of sex and race.26 Similar 

trends were seen in older age groups, with 90% of youth in grades 9 and 10 having ≥4 

days of valid accelerometer data, compared to 71% of youth in grades 11 and 12.17 

Further, youth in grades 9 and 10 were shown to have more valid data per day, averaging 

13 hours of wear time per day, compared to those in grades 11 and 12 who averaged 11 

hours per day.17  

Differences in non-wear time have also been observed by body size. Van 

Coevering et al.29 observed that body mass index (BMI) was negatively correlated with 

non-wear time, with over two-thirds of children with an overweight BMI complying with 

the 7-day accelerometer wear protocol compared to less than half of the children with a 

normal weight BMI.29 Conversely, a focus group led by Kirby et al. found that children 

with overweight and obesity experienced an increased risk of bullying when wearing the 

device, potentially leading to more non-wear time.27  

Researchers have used several strategies to increase participant compliance and 

reduce non-wear time, including the use of monetary incentives, in which compensation 

is contingent on having enough days of valid data, and reminder messages, where 

researchers send emails/text messages/phone calls over the course of the measurement 

period to remind participants to wear their devices.19 Activity logs have also been used, 

which require participants to record times when the accelerometer was removed and 
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reasons for removal.19 Sirard et al. compared the effectiveness of each of these 

techniques.17 Their findings suggested the most effective technique was providing 

participants with compensation contingent on the number of days with at least 10 hours 

of wear time, as 96% of children in this group returned with at least 4 of 7 days that met 

this criteria.17 This is compared to 85% of children in the group who were asked to fill 

out a daily activity log, and 71% of children who received three reminder phone calls 

over the course of the week.17 Other proposed strategies to increase compliance and 

reduce non-wear time include providing smaller and less obtrusive accelerometers and 

belts (which are used to wear the accelerometers).26 Additionally, a 24-hour wear 

protocol, where participants are asked to wear their accelerometer during all sleep and 

waking hours, may result in higher compliance than the more common waking-hour 

protocol, where participants are only asked to wear their device while they are awake. 

This protocol may be beneficial in increasing compliance in those who simply forget to 

put the monitor on upon waking.28  

Although some information is known about the factors impacting participants’ 

non-wear times, more research should be done to determine the physiological, 

sociocultural, and environmental factors leading to effective techniques and improvement 

of rates. Issues with non-compliance are worrisome in the study of physical activity 

epidemiology, and may hinder the validity of results. One study by Wickel et al. showed 

that only 34% of 9 year old children had 7 valid days of accelerometer data over a week 

long measurement period.25 Similar findings have been observed elsewhere in the 

literature.5,30 This suggests that physical activity estimates for accelerometer studies are 

derived using incomplete and partially missing data for most study participants.5 This is 
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of concern for many reasons, primarily due to the fact that assumptions about the data 

must be made in the presence of missingness, and these assumptions may be incorrect. 

These issues and their implications are discussed in greater detail in sections 2.5.3 and 

2.6.1-2.6.3 of this literature review. 

2.5.3 Criteria for Identifying Non-Wear Time  

 Non-wear time, or the time an accelerometer is believed to be removed from an 

individual, is commonly estimated after accelerometer data collection by identifying ≥ 

60-minute strings of consecutive epochs registering zero counts.11 However, as noted 

previously, no standardized criteria exist for identifying non-wear time in the 

accelerometer data after it has been collected.11 Difficulty arises in determining 

universally accepted criteria for estimating non-wear time, largely due to the challenge in 

differentiating time spent completely sedentary from true non-wear time, as both of these 

actions register zero count values by the accelerometer. A non-wear definition that is too 

long increases the risk of retaining true non-wear time in the accelerometer dataset during 

the data processing stage, whereas a definition that is too short will exclude sedentary 

time.  

Different criteria are often used to identify non-wear time in different study 

populations. For example, it is believed that children cannot sit still for as long as adults, 

therefore studies using child participants often use shorter periods of time to estimate 

non-wear time (e.g., a ≥20-minute string of consecutive zero counts in children, 

compared to a ≥60-minute string in adults).11 The adjustment of criteria for different 

study populations is likely necessary in order to accurately capture estimates of activity, 

however, the lack of universally accepted criteria makes it difficult to compare findings 
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from different studies. Tudor-Locke et al.11 conducted a meta-analysis examining the 

impact of the non-wear decisions of 54 studies using NHANES accelerometry data. 

Considerable variation was observed among definitions, with ≥60-minute string of 

consecutive zero counts by far the most common, followed by ≥20-minute strings of 

consecutive zeros. Much less common was a definition of ≥10-minute string of 

consecutive zero counts, however this was still used.11 Not only are there differences in 

the length of time used to define non-wear periods, there are also differences in the 

allowance of interruptions within these periods. Interruptions are non-zero values 

recorded within a string of consecutive zero counts, and are incorporated into some non-

wear definitions to allow for small movements that may occur when the accelerometer is 

removed (e.g., moving the device from one surface to another). There is no consensus on 

an appropriate definition, with some studies allowing for up to 2 minutes of counts <100, 

2 minutes of counts <50, or no interruptions at all.11  

Changing the criteria for identifying non-wear time during the processing of the 

accelerometer data results in artificial changes in both the sedentary time and average 

epoch count values that are derived during this processing.22 Criteria that lead to the 

retention too many epochs with zeros count values in the dataset will artificially decrease 

observed levels of activity. This was shown by Toftager et al.,14 who found that the 

average epoch count per minute value decreased from 641 to 570 when the criteria used 

to identify non-wear time was changed from 10-consecutive one-minute epochs 

registering zero counts per minute to 90 consecutive one-minute long epochs registering 

zero counts per minute.   
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Changing the criteria used to identify and remove non-wear time from the 

accelerometer data also influences the number of participants retained in the study 

sample. During the processing of the accelerometer data, participants are removed from 

the dataset if too much non-wear time is identified. The impact of non-wear criteria on 

participant retention was studied by Masse et al., who applied different algorithms to 

identify and remove non-wear time during the data processing.22 When comparing the 

non-wear criteria of 60 consecutive epochs with zero count per minute values to the non-

wear criteria of 20 consecutive epochs with zero count per minute values, the percentage 

of participants in the study with sufficient wear time to estimate the final physical activity 

variables decreased from 84% to 38%. A similar trend was seen by Toftager et al.,14 who 

saw an exclusion of 125 adolescents when using a non-wear time definition of 60 

minutes, compared to an exclusion of 157 adolescents when using a definition of 20 

minutes. This is because the shorter and more stringent definition caused more data to be 

classified as non-wear, increasing the amount of data being removed during the cleaning 

process and artificially decreasing the amount of valid data for each participant. This, in 

turn, reduced study eligibility. 

Stringent criteria for identifying non-wear time may also introduce bias into the 

study sample by disproportionately removing certain populations. Toftager et al.14 found 

study participants with a higher body mass index (BMI) had comparatively lower odds of 

being included in the final sample (OR: 0.93, 95% CI: 0.87-0.98) if the non-wear criteria 

shifted from 60 to 10 minutes of consecutive zeros. This is likely due to the fact that 

those with a higher BMI spent more time sedentary than those with normal BMI, and this 

sedentary time was misclassified as non-wear during accelerometer data processing with 
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a more strict non-wear criterion. They also observed trends with age, with older 

adolescents (13-14 years) having a lower odds of being included with a more stringent 

non-wear definition (OR: 0.68, 95% CI: 0.49-0.95) compared to younger adolescents (11-

12 years). No trends were seen with sex, self-reported physical activity or self-reported 

sedentary time.  

Toftager et al. also assessed the differences in the distribution of non-wear and 

sedentary time in weight and age categories with increasingly strict non-wear criteria 

(e.g., changed from 90 to 10 minutes).14 When using a 10-minute non-wear definition, 

overweight children had 10 minutes (or 18%) more non-wear than normal weight 

children, which differed significantly from the non-wear accumulated using a 90-minute 

definition.14 This shift in non-wear criteria from 90-minutes to 10-minutes also caused 

older adolescents to accumulate 22% more non-wear time than younger adolescents.14 In 

summary, these results suggest that as the cleaning criteria become more strict, the 

overweight and older populations are more likely to get excluded. This could potentially 

impact physical activity variables and etiologic relationships in research studies that use 

accelerometers.  

2.6 Dealing with Non-Wear Time when Processing Accelerometry Data 

2.6.1 The Traditional Method 

Typically, once non-wear time is identified in the accelerometer epoch data, it is 

removed from the dataset altogether during accelerometer data processing and cleaning. 

That is, the zero count values that were recorded by the accelerometer during what was 

estimated to be non-wear time are removed and replaced with missing values. Thus, the 

final physical activity variables (e.g., minutes per week of MVPA) that are derived during 
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the accelerometer data processing are derived using partially missing accelerometry 

epoch data. Also, as explained in prior sections of this literature review, participants with 

too much non-wear time and missing data will be removed from the dataset altogether. 

With incredibly low rates of full accelerometer compliance observed in most studies,5,25,30 

and the potential biases attributed to differences in valid/invalid days, and valid/invalid 

participants, the final physical activity variables that are derived for most studies likely 

result in a downward bias in physical activity estimates.  

2.6.2 Imputation of Non-Wear Time 

Another approach that could be used to handle non-wear time is imputation, 

which is the process by which missing data are replaced with plausible values. Imputation 

can be used to replace missing data in accelerometer studies by deriving either summary 

physical activity values, or deriving count values approximating the intensity of activity 

expected during each missing epoch. A few studies have used imputation to replace 

missing accelerometer data, with the most common approach being mean imputation. If 

MVPA was of primary interest, then mean imputation would involve averaging either the 

group-level or individual-level minutes of MVPA over a given period of time, and 

imputing this value during segments of missing data.31,32 When using the group-level 

approach, for example, if a sample has an average daily MVPA value of 42 minutes/day, 

all invalid and missing days (that would normally be discarded) are replaced with 42 

minutes of MVPA/day.32 In contrast, the individual-level approach uses the average 

MVPA value accumulated from an individual’s wear time on valid days, to impute 

average MVPA estimates during periods of their own missing data.32  
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Although the group-level imputation approach may be useful in handling missing 

data in certain contexts, it is not an appropriate imputation method to use when dealing 

with accelerometer data. This is largely due to the fact that it does not account for 

individual differences in activity.33 In fact, when using this technique on repeated 

measurement days from the same individual, there was shown to be a loss of efficiency 

and biased results.32,34,35 This means that the imputed MVPA values are being 

consistently over or underestimated, and are therefore not representative of the true 

missing values. 

Alternatively, imputation using the individual-level approach has shown 

improved estimates. One study by Kang et al.32 compared the individual and group-level 

mean imputation approaches in recovering missing pedometer data in semi-simulated 

datasets for 17-79 year olds. Smaller root mean square differences (RMSD) were 

observed using the individual-level approach (2,793.92-3,483.91) compared to the group-

level approach (3,822.43-3,864.08), suggesting a better recovery of missing values in the 

individual-level imputation method. Further, when comparing the mean signed 

differences (MSD) between the two approaches, which indicate the direction and degree 

of bias in the imputed values, the individual-level method showed much smaller values  

(-587.40 to -802.23) than the group-level method (-1,074.97 to -1,089.22). The negative 

values suggest the imputed count per minute data are being overestimated, with more bias 

present in the group-level data. 

One limitation of the mean imputation approach used in the studies discussed 

above is that days with large amounts of non-wear time were still removed from the 

dataset, and none of the wear-time information from these invalid days was used to 
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inform the imputation procedure.15,36 This is problematic as days that are considered 

invalid by the cleaning protocol usually do contain some data (i.e., <10 hours) that could 

be useful. Additionally, these removed days may be different from days that are retained 

(e.g., they are days that are more sedentary), and therefore ignoring them may introduce 

bias into the results. To examine the impact of using data from invalid days for 

imputation, Lee conducted a study comparing a combined imputation approach to the 

traditional one.37 The combined approach consisted of imputing non-wear time based on 

all available count data from valid and invalid days, while the traditional one only 

considered data from valid days remaining after accelerometer cleaning. After comparing 

several simulated datasets containing varying degrees of missingness, results 

demonstrated the imputed minutes of accelerometer count data using the combined 

approach were unbiased, and decreased the imputation error by 12.4-17.3%, and error in 

effect size by 19.8-32.9% compared to the traditional method. The combined approach 

was shown to best improve estimates when using data from invalid days with 

considerable amounts of wear-time, as demonstrated by the 25-30% decrease in 

imputation error when including invalid days with ≥ 5-7 hours of data. Although these 

results were obtained using simulated data with missingness completely at random – 

which is rarely an assumption that holds in real-world settings – the results of this study 

emphasize the need for imputation techniques to consider all available data. 

Another model that has recently been developed for the imputation of missing 

accelerometer data is the zero-inflated Poisson and Log-normal (ZIPLN) model.38 

Accelerometer data have different characteristics than conventional datasets, exhibiting 

both zero-inflation and auto-correlation. The zero-inflation reflects the large number of 
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zero counts that are recorded during sedentary time, whereas the auto-correlation results 

from repeated epoch measurements on the same individual (e.g., 10,080 repeated 

measures when using 1-minute epochs over a 7-day measurement period). The ZIPLN 

model accounts for the zero-inflation through the utilization of a zero-inflated Poisson 

distribution, and the auto-correlation through a Log-normal regression. Lee and Gill were 

the first to apply the ZIPLN imputation model to accelerometer data.38 To test its 

effectiveness, they used data from the 2003-04 cycle of the National Health and Nutrition 

Examination Survey (NHANES), and compared the imputation accuracy of different 

potential models in the replacement of missing accelerometer data. Each imputation was 

informed by existing waking-time data modeled by the function in question. They found 

a large decrease in RMSD, and thus better prediction, when using the ZIPLN model for 

imputation (RMSD=254,299.1) compared to the Poisson model (RMSD=543,271.0), 

zero-inflated Poisson model (RMSD=543,323.1) and zero-inflated negative binomial 

model (RMSD=383,753.2). The ZIPLN model tested in this study is superior to most 

others in the imputation of accelerometer data as it accounts for the unique distribution of 

the data, however it may still be subject to error as it was not able to control for the 

activity being done during device removal. 

Many accelerometer studies that have used imputation techniques have assumed 

that data was missing at random (MAR).15 If this assumption does not describe the true 

pattern of missingness, then imputation techniques cannot properly model the data and 

biased results may be obtained. There are three defined types of missingness: missing 

completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and missing not at random 

(MNAR).39,40 Data that are MCAR have missingness that is unsystematic and 
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independent of the exposure, outcome, or missing variable.35,39 This is contrasted with 

data that is MAR, where the probability of missingness does not depend on the missing 

value itself but rather on a covariate in the model that can be controlled for.35,39 Lastly, 

data that is MNAR exists when the probability of missing data is directly related to the 

would-be value of the missing data, and cannot be explained by covariates in the 

model.35,39 Physical activity researchers often assume accelerometer data is MAR, which 

is a requirement for the application of the majority of imputation models used in this 

field. This assumption, however, does not always hold in studies, as it can be difficult to 

know, and measure, all of the factors that may be influencing device removal. For 

example, children often remove devices for participation in organized sports where there 

is a risk of damaging the device, or where league regulations prohibit wearing non-

clothing items.26 In this situation, there will likely be a considerable amount of MVPA 

accumulated during device removal. Without knowing the times in which children 

participated in sports, models are unable to account for this increase in MVPA during the 

imputation of non-wear time. Therefore this type of missingness is described as MNAR. 

Alternately, if the times engaged in organized sport were known, then this could be 

controlled for in the imputation, rendering the data MAR. 

2.6.3 Using Additional Information to Inform the Imputation of Non-Wear Time 

Because of the nature of the missingness in accelerometer data, other information 

may be useful in informing the imputation of missing epoch values. Utilizing this 

information would render the data MAR, allowing imputation techniques to more 

accurately predict MVPA during non-wear time. This includes socio-demographic factors 

such as the age, sex and socioeconomic status of participants. Age and sex have 
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repeatedly been shown to influence MVPA, with younger age groups and boys being 

more likely to engage in MVPA.41 Socioeconomic status has also been shown to impact 

activity, with children from families of higher income and education level showing 

increased levels of MVPA.42 Time information, such as the season, day of the week, and 

time of the day the epoch was recorded, may also be important in informing the 

imputation of missing epoch values. Seasonal variations in MVPA exist as children are 

more likely to engage in activity during spring and summer seasons due to warmer 

weather and more hours of daylight.43 Additionally, differences in MVPA between 

weekdays and weekends have been well documented, with children’s daily MVPA levels 

being higher on weekdays than weekends.18,19 Further, children have been shown to 

engage in differing levels of MVPA depending on the time of day (e.g., school-hours, 

early afternoon, late afternoon, etc.).44 Utilizing this type of time information, which is 

attached to each missing and non-missing epoch value, has the potential to influence the 

imputation of missing epoch values. 

 Another consideration when conducting the imputation of missing accelerometer 

epoch values is to utilize the logs that are sometimes used to supplement and/or improve 

compliance in accelerometer data collection. These logs can give researchers insight into 

the times the accelerometer was removed, therefore they do not have to estimate non-

wear time based solely on strings of zero counts in the raw data. Additionally, they can 

provide information on the activities the participant performed during the non-wear 

periods. No current imputation techniques have taken into consideration the activities the 

participant was doing during non-wear time, however having insight into these activities 

would allow researchers to replace the zero count values recorded on the accelerometer 
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with values approximating the true levels of activity. Replacement values of comparable 

intensities could be derived from the available data from other participants who wore 

their accelerometer when performing similar activities.   

2.7 Study Rationale 

Obtaining accurate measurements is the foundation of any scientific research, and 

physical activity research is no exception. In recent years, physical activity epidemiology 

research has been shifting away from relying on subjective measures, towards relying on 

objective measures, such as those obtained by accelerometers. This is not without it’s 

own challenges, however, as many accelerometer studies struggle to achieve high levels 

of wear-time compliance. This results in non-wear time and ultimately missing data, 

preventing final physical activity variables from being derived from complete 

accelerometer measurements. Ambiguity still remains regarding the most appropriate 

way of dealing with these missing periods, and thus the exploration of imputation 

techniques as a means of replacing data is becoming increasingly common. Although 

imputation techniques perform better than the traditional deletion techniques, researchers 

have not, to the best of our knowledge, implemented imputation models that exploit 

information about the activities performed while the monitor was removed. Additionally, 

very few have considered any of the additional the socio-demographic information from 

participants and time information from their epoch measures.32,38 The imputation 

technique I propose to develop is novel in that it will rely on specific contextual 

information derived from participant’s socio-demographic characteristics, accelerometer 

epoch data, activity logs, and surveys. This is hypothesized to more accurately account 
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for missing activity occurring during non-wear periods to improve the validity of imputed 

physical activity estimates. 
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3.1 Abstract 

INTRODUCTION: Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) is an important 

determinant of children’s health. It is commonly measured using accelerometers. A major 

limitation of accelerometers is non-wear time, which is the time the participant did not 

wear the device. Non-wear time is typically deleted from the dataset prior to estimating 

MVPA, which may bias MVPA estimates. The objectives of this study were to: 1) 

develop and describe an approach that uses the socio-demographic, time, health, and 

behavioural data from participants to impute non-wear time accelerometer data, 2) 

determine the extent to which imputation of non-wear time data influences estimates of 

MVPA, and 3) determine if imputation of non-wear time data influences the association 

between estimated MVPA, body mass index (BMI), and systolic blood pressure (SBP).  

METHODS: Seven days of accelerometer data were collected on 332 children aged 10-

13 using an Actical accelerometer. Three methods for handling non-wear time data were 

compared: 1) the “non-imputed” method wherein non-wear time data was deleted while 

processing the accelerometer data, 2) imputation dataset I, wherein the imputation of 

MVPA during non-wear time was based upon socio-demographic factors of the 

participant (e.g., age, sex), health information (e.g., BMI), and time characteristics of the 

non-wear period (e.g., season), and 3) imputation dataset II wherein the imputation of 

MVPA during non-wear time was based upon the same variables used in imputation 

dataset I, plus contextual information on organized sport participation during non-wear 

time. Associations between MVPA and health outcomes were assessed using linear 

regression. 
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RESULTS: Non-wear time accounted for 7.5% of epochs during waking hours. Average 

minutes/day of MVPA was 56.8 (95% CI: 54.2, 59.5) in the non-imputed dataset, 58.4 

(95% CI: 55.8, 61.0) in imputed dataset I, and 59.0 (95% CI: 56.3, 61.5) in imputed 

dataset II. Estimates between datasets were not significantly different. The strength of the 

relationship between MVPA with BMI and SBP were comparable irrespective of the 

dataset used. 

CONCLUSION: These results suggest that studies achieving high accelerometer 

compliance with unsystematic patterns of data missingness can use the traditional 

approach of deleting non-wear time from the dataset to obtain MVPA measures without 

substantial bias. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) is a critical component of a 

healthy lifestyle, benefiting children’s physical health, mental health, motor skills, and 

cardiorespiratory fitness.1-3 Accelerometers are commonly used in research settings to 

measure how much MVPA children accumulate. Although the use of objective, 

accelerometer-derived MVPA measures has benefited physical activity research, issues 

inherent to accelerometers may have contributed to biased MVPA estimators.4,5 One of 

these issues is non-wear time.   

Non-wear time refers to the time in which a participant was not wearing their 

accelerometer during the physical activity measurement period, which in most studies is 

7 days long. Participants may remove their accelerometer for part of the measurement 

period because they find it uncomfortable to wear, do not like the way it looks, because 

they are playing an organized sport that prohibits athletes from wearing non-clothing 

items, and/or because the accelerometer could get wet (e.g., while swimming or 

bathing).6 Non-wear time can be identified in the accelerometer data by a series of 

consecutive epochs (or measurement intervals) with zero count values. For example, if 

the accelerometer recorded data in 60-second epochs and the participant removed the 

accelerometer for a 45 minute swim practice, 45 consecutive epochs would have zero 

counts.  

The most common approach for dealing with non-wear time is to delete all of the 

epochs that occurred during this period while processing the accelerometer data.7,8 

Subsequent to this data processing step, all epochs that occurred on measurement days 

where there is an insufficient amount of wear time, which is often defined as <10 waking 
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hours, are deleted.7,9 Furthermore, participants with an insufficient number of valid days, 

which is often defined as <4 days with ≥10 hours of wear time, are deleted from the 

dataset altogether.8,9   

Two issues arise when non-wear time epochs are deleted during the accelerometer 

data processing. The first issue is that the final physical activity variables, such as the 

average minutes per day of MVPA, are calculated from incomplete accelerometer data. 

This is problematic because 65-80% of child participants have at least some non-wear 

time over a 7-day measurement period.9,10 Therefore, the deletion of non-wear time may 

bias MVPA estimates for most participants. The extent of this bias may vary, however, as 

individuals have differing amounts of non-wear time and remove their accelerometers for 

different reasons.6 The second issue that arises when non-wear time epochs are deleted 

during accelerometer data processing is that the final MVPA variables cannot be derived 

for participants with excessive non-wear time, as is the case for 15-40% of the sample in 

many accelerometer studies.9,11,12 This issue could lead to two problems. First, exclusion 

of these participants could reduce the study power to below an acceptable limit. Second, 

the validity of the study findings could be compromised, particularly for descriptive 

studies, if the participants being excluded because of excessive non-wear time are 

systematically different from those that are included. There is evidence to suggest that 

this is the case. For example, a study of 11-14 year olds found that age and body mass 

index (BMI) predicted the likelihood of being excluded due to excessive non-wear time.10  

Another approach that has been used to deal with non-wear time, albeit on a 

limited basis, is imputation. In accelerometer studies, imputation can be used to replace 

missing data by imputing plausible values at the individual epoch count level, or by 
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imputing summary statistics during missing periods of time. Mean imputation is one of 

the most common imputation approaches used in accelerometer research. If the primary 

interest of a study is to calculate MVPA, then mean imputation would involve calculating 

the average MVPA accumulated during wear-time over a specified measurement interval 

(e.g., the entire measurement period, only Mondays, etc.), and replacing missing data 

with this value. The mean imputation approach has been done using the group mean 

MVPA value13 and a participant specific mean MVPA value.14,15 While the mean 

imputation approach can improve physical activity estimates, is not ideal in the 

imputation of accelerometer data as it does not capture the distribution of the missing 

data.  

Another imputation approach that has recently been applied in accelerometer-

based research is based on a zero-inflated Poisson Log-normal (ZIPLN) imputation 

model. A strength of this model is that a range of epoch count values can be imputed. 

Also, the ZIPLN model can properly account for the zero-inflated and auto-correlated 

nature of the accelerometer count data. The zero-inflation is the result of the high 

proportion of zero counts that are recorded during sedentary time, and the auto-

correlation is due to repeated measurements on the same individual. These unique 

properties increase the complexity of accelerometer data compared to conventional 

datasets, making the application of the ZIPLN model more suitable for use in 

accelerometer imputation studies.  

A key limitation of the ZIPLN model is the fact that the imputation is informed by 

a limited number of variables; specifically the pre-existing epoch count values that 

occurred during wear time. Although this type of approach has been used elsewhere in 
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the literature,13 there is a plethora of other information that is typically collected in 

accelerometer studies that could also be used to inform the imputation of non-wear time. 

This information includes simple socio-demographic and health information of 

participants such as their age, sex, socioeconomic status, and chronic disease risk factors, 

all of which are known correlates of MVPA.16-20 The timing of the epoch measurement 

could also inform the imputation, as MVPA differs based on the time of day (e.g., before 

school, during school, after school),21 day of the week (e.g., weekday vs. weekend),22 and 

season.23 Lastly, contextual information about what the participant was doing when their 

accelerometer was removed could potentially inform the imputation. Participants in 

accelerometer-based physical activity studies are often asked to record this type of 

contextual information in an activity log. 

The objectives of this study were therefore to 1) develop and describe an 

approach that imputes plausible non-wear time accelerometer epoch values based upon 

socio-demographic and health characteristics of the participants, time characteristics of 

the epoch measures, and contextual information on what children were doing when their 

accelerometers were removed, 2) determine if imputation of non-wear time accelerometer 

epoch values using the newly developed imputation approach influences estimates of 

MVPA, and 3) determine if imputation of non-wear time accelerometer epoch values 

using the newly developed imputation approach influences the association between 

MVPA and selected health outcomes. 

"
3.3 Methods 

Study Participants 
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The study sample consisted of the first 332 participants to complete the Active 

Play Study. To be included, children had to be 10-13 years old and live and attend school 

in Kingston, ON, Canada. Children were excluded if they were not ambulatory or English 

speaking. Participants were recruited by word of mouth, social media, and advertisements 

posted and distributed in local schools, stores, and community centres. An example 

advertisement is provided in Appendix A (p. 103). All participants, and a parent or 

guardian, provided written informed consent prior to participation. The letter of 

information and consent form is provided in Appendix B (p. 105). The study was 

approved by the General Research Ethics Board at Queen’s University. Additional ethics 

clearance was obtained by the Queen’s University Health Sciences Research Ethics 

Board to perform the analyses included in this thesis. The ethics approval letter for this 

thesis is provided in Appendix C (p. 111).   

Data Collection Overview 

Participants visited the Physical Activity Epidemiology Laboratory at Queen’s 

University on two separate occasions, 8-11 days apart. During the first visit, participants 

underwent a series of physical measurements. They were also provided with verbal and 

written instructions on how to wear an accelerometer (see Appendix D, p. 114) and how 

to complete an accelerometer activity and sleep log (see Appendix E, p. 116). They were 

asked to wear the accelerometer continuously for the next 7 days, except when the device 

could get wet (e.g., bathing, swimming). Following this visit, daily email and/or text 

messages were sent to participants and/or their parents reminding them to wear the 

accelerometer and to complete the log. During the second visit to the laboratory, children 

returned the accelerometer and log, and they and one of their parents completed separate 
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20-minute long questionnaires on a tablet computer. Children were compensated $40 for 

completing the study; $20 of this was provided for returning the accelerometer in 

working condition and completing the log. 

Physical Activity Data Collection  

Physical activity was assessed over 7 consecutive days using Actical 

accelerometers (Philips Respironics, Murrysville, Pennsylvania, USA). These are 

omnidirectional accelerometers that measure movement in all directions. The devices 

were programmed to initialize at midnight following the first visit to the lab, and continue 

recording continuously in 15-second epochs over the next 7 days. This resulted in a total 

of 40,320 distinct 15-second epochs for each participant.   

During the same 7 days the accelerometer was worn, participants maintained a log 

wherein they recorded the time they got out of bed in the morning and went to sleep at 

night, the times they took off the accelerometer and what they were doing when it was 

removed, and the times they participated in organized sports and what those sports were.  

A copy of this log is contained in Appendix E.   

Measurement of Health Outcomes  

The third objective of this study aimed to determine if the imputation of non-wear 

time accelerometer epoch values influenced the association between MVPA and selected 

health outcomes. The health outcomes used to address this objective were the body mass 

index (BMI) and systolic blood pressure (SBP); two chronic disease risk factors that are 

influenced by MVPA within children.24  

Sitting and standing height were measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a portable 

stadiometer (SECA model 213, SECA GmbH & Co., Hamburg, Germany) with the head 
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in the Frankfurt Plane. Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using an electronic 

scale (Tanita scale model BF-689, Tanita Inc. Tokyo, Japan) after heavy clothing and 

shoes were removed. BMI was calculated as kg/m2. Blood pressure was measured after 

participants sat in a quiet room for 5 minutes. An automated blood pressure monitor was 

used (BPTrue BPM-200, Bayside Medical Supplies, Hawkestone, Ontario, Canada), and 

a total of 6 blood pressure measures were obtained at 1-minute intervals. The average of 

the last 5 measures were used in the analyses. Because blood pressure increases with 

height, and BMI and blood pressure both change as a natural part of aging, z-scores were 

created for analysis purposes to account for age and height effects. This was done using 

linear regression, separately within boys and girls, to predict BMI from age, and SBP 

from age and height. The residuals from the regression models were retained, and the z-

scores of these residuals were determined.   

Covariates Considered in the Imputation 

The season during which the participants’ data were collected were grouped based 

on the average daily temperature and the school calendar in the city of data collection, 

and were defined as follows: summer=Jul-Aug, fall=Sept-Nov, winter=Dec-Mar, and 

spring=Apr-Jun. Each day of data collection was classified as either a school day, a non-

school day in which the child was enrolled in an organized day camp program, or other 

non-school day (e.g., weekend, PA day, school holiday) in which the child was not 

enrolled in a day camp. School calendars were checked to identify school days and non-

school days, and information on enrolment in day camps was collected during participant 

visits (see Appendix F, p. 119, for day camp data collection form). For each 

accelerometer epoch, the time of day was classified as 09:29 or earlier, 09:30-14:59, 
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15:00-17:59, or 18:00 and later. These times were selected to correspond to the school 

day and social calendars (e.g., organized sports often occur in the evenings after dinner). 

These variables were used as predictors in the imputation because children’s MVPA 

differs across seasons,23 days of the week,22,25 and school and non-school hours.21  

The imputation was also informed by socio-demographic and health information 

known to be related to MVPA, in addition to covariates that could influence the 

relationship between MVPA with the BMI and blood pressure health outcomes. These 

variables included age,16,26 maturation (continuous),27 biological sex,16 race (white or 

other, including mixed race),17 family structure (dual or single parent household),28 

parental education (high school or less, 2-year community college, or 4-year 

college/university degree or higher),18 annual family income (≤$50,000, $50,001-

100,000, >$100,000),18 the presence of a chronic health condition (yes or no),20 BMI z-

score,19 systolic blood pressure z-score,29 the frequency of fast food consumption (rarely, 

2-3 times/month, ≥1 times/week),30 and the frequency of snacking while engaging in 

screen time activities (continuous).31 With the exception of BMI, blood pressure, and 

maturation, the latter of which was calculated using an equation developed by Mirwald et 

al.,32 the covariate data were collected in the child and parent questionnaires (see 

Appendices G and H, p. 121-123). 

Lastly, the imputation was informed by contextual information obtained from the 

accelerometer logs. Specifically, the information from the logs was used to determine 

whether the participant was engaged in organized sport during each non-wear period, and 

if so, the intensity level of that sport. Each sport was placed into one of 5 intensity 

categories based upon the percentage of time spent in MVPA while participating in that 
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sport (i.e., <10%, 10-19.9%, 20-29.9%, 30-39%, ≥40%). These percentages were 

determined by pooling the accelerometer data recorded for all observations of each sport 

during wear time (which were also recorded on the logs) and assessing the average 

percentage of time participants were engaged at each intensity level. Across all 332 

participants, 28 different sports were identified in the logs. 

Assembly and Preparation of the Dataset for Imputation and MVPA Derivation 

The raw accelerometer files for the 332 participants were merged into a single 

master file using SAS 9.4 statistical software (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA). 

This file contained 40,320 rows per participant (i.e., 1 row per epoch) for a total of 

13,386,240 rows. Information collected from school calendars and enrolment in day 

camps was then merged into the master file, and the season, type of day, and time of day 

variables were created and coded for each epoch. Following this, data on socio-

demographic and behavioural covariates (e.g., age, sex, fast food consumption, etc.) and 

the health outcomes (i.e., BMI, blood pressure, chronic conditions) were merged into the 

master file and assigned to each row of data for a given participant. Information from the 

cleaned logs was then merged into the master file (see Appendices I-K, p. 126-138, for 

cleaning protocols). Rows of data (or epochs) that occurred during sleep periods, 

organized sport, or non-wear time were identified and flagged accordingly. Epochs 

flagged as organized sport time were also given a separate code identifying the intensity 

category of the sport. 

Processing of Accelerometer Data to Derive MVPA Estimates  

 The master file was then processed to calculate final MVPA variables, which 

consisted of average minutes/day of MVPA and a dichotomous variable indicating 
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whether or not the average daily MVPA was at least 60 minutes (i.e., meeting physical 

activity guidelines). This processing was completed using SAS 9.4 statistical software 

(SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA) and built upon a previous SAS program that 

was developed to process the accelerometer data for all participants simultaneously.33 

  Accelerometer processing was done on both the original accelerometer dataset, 

and the accelerometer datasets wherein the epoch count values that occurred during non-

wear periods were replaced with imputed values. Hereafter, these are referred to as the 

non-imputed dataset and the imputed dataset, respectively. The first phase of 

accelerometer data processing involved removing all epoch values that occurred during 

the flagged sleep periods, so that only waking time remained. Then, all epochs that 

occurred during non-wear time were identified. Non-wear time was defined as a 60-

minute or longer string of consecutive zero counts, with allowance for up to 2 minutes of 

≤100 counts per minute.9,11,34 In the non-imputed dataset, this was the only method of 

identifying non-wear time, whereas in the imputed dataset, non-wear time was identified 

using this method and by using to the non-wear times recorded in the activity logs. The 

subsequent phases of accelerometer processing varied slightly for the non-imputed and 

imputed dataset and are therefore explained separately. 

In the non-imputed dataset, the next step was to delete all rows of data where the 

corresponding epoch occurred during non-wear time. Subsequently, days with less than 

10 hours of wear time during waking hours were identified, and all rows of data (or 

epochs) for these days were deleted. Participants with less than 4 valid days were 

identified and all rows of data for these participants were deleted from the file. Lastly, the 
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physical activity cut-points defined by Puyau et al.35 were applied to the epoch count 

values to flag MVPA and obtain MVPA summary statistics. 

 In the imputed dataset, the next step was to create and code each epoch with a 

new dichotomous variable indicating whether or not the epoch count per minute value 

was below or above the MVPA threshold (375 counts per 15 seconds).35 This MVPA 

variable was recoded as missing if the corresponding epoch occurred during a non-wear 

period. As described in the Statistical Analysis section, multiple imputation was then 

performed to replace the missing MVPA indicator values.  

The next step for both the non-imputed and imputed datasets was to determine the 

total minutes of MVPA accumulated for each day for each participant. This was 

calculated by summing the 1 (yes) values for the MVPA indicator variable and dividing 

by 4 (as 15 second epochs were used). An average daily minutes of MVPA was then 

calculated. In the non-imputed dataset, this was done by averaging daily minutes of 

MVPA over the waking hour wear-time on valid days for participants with enough valid 

days to remain in dataset. In the imputed dataset, these calculations were averaged over 

all waking hours on all 7 days for all participants. Based on the average daily MVPA, we 

also determined whether or not participants met the physical activity guideline (i.e., 

average of 60 minutes per day of MVPA36).  

3.4 Statistical Analyses 

Imputation of Missing Data for Non-Wear Time  

Several imputation methods were considered prior to selecting the method that 

was ultimately used in this study. These considered methods included multiple 

imputation using approximate Bayesian bootstrapping,37 linear mixed effects models,38 
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predictive mean matching using multiple imputation by chained equations,39,40 and zero-

inflated negative binomial models.41 Although many of these approaches were valid, we 

were limited by the distribution of the accelerometer count data (which were heavily 

skewed and zero-inflated), the capabilities of the available software, and the lack of 

previously developed statistical programs designed for the imputation of accelerometer 

data. Ultimately, we wanted to use an explicit, model-based, parametric method of 

imputation in this study. A dichotomous MVPA indicator variable was created in order to 

simplify the accelerometer epoch down to the measure of primary interest. This allowed 

for the application of a regression imputation model. This method applies a logistic 

regression to the complete data and imputes the missing binary values by simulating 

draws from the posterior predictive distribution of the paramaters.42 

In this study, five iterations of multiple imputation were used. This number of 

iterations is common in practice and can correctly estimate variance, particularly with 

small amounts of missing data.42,43 This model used regression equations derived from 

available data, including the existing epochs, time information, socio-demographic 

characteristics, other behavioural health information, and sport participation information 

from the logs, to predict whether or not the epochs during non-wear time were spent 

engaged in MVPA. Parameter estimates obtained from each of the five imputations were 

combined in SAS to calculate the final logistic regression parameter estimates. 

The multiple imputation technique was performed twice in this study. The first 

multiple imputation formed what is henceforth referred to as “imputed dataset I”. The 

imputation for this dataset relied on the type of predictor variables that would be 

collected and available in virtually any accelerometer study of physical activity, including 
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information on the time of day, and socio-demographic, behavioural, and health 

information on the participants (see Appendix L, p. 142, for SAS code used for this 

imputation model). The second multiple imputation formed what is henceforth referred to 

as the “imputed dataset II”. The imputation for this dataset relied on the same predictors 

used for imputed dataset I, with the addition of the contextual information on organized 

sport participation obtained from the logs. Only a subset of accelerometer studies obtain 

this additional contextual information, and therefore it was relevant to look at imputation 

models that did and did not include this information. 

Additional Statistics 

Standard descriptive statistics were used to describe the final MVPA variables 

derived from the accelerometer data in the non-imputed and imputed datasets. Because 

the imputed data were derived from the participants to whom we were comparing, the 

data violated the assumption of independence and therefore t-tests and other formal 

statistical tests could not be used to compare the MVPA estimates in the non-imputed and 

imputed datasets. To determine if these estimates differed, we simply examined whether 

or not the 95% confidence intervals overlapped.   

Linear regression models were used to assess the associations between average 

minutes/day of MVPA with BMI and systolic blood pressure z-scores. Known socio-

demographic and behavioural confounders in these etiologic relationships were 

controlled for, including age,16,26 biological sex,16 race (white or other, including mixed 

race),17 family structure (dual or single parent household),28 parental education (high 

school or less, 2-year community college, or 4-year college/university degree or 

higher),18 annual family income (≤$50,000, $50,001-100,000, >$100,000),18 the presence 
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of a chronic health condition (yes or no),20 the frequency of fast food consumption 

(rarely, 2-3 times/month, ≥1 time/week),30 and the frequency of snacking while engaging 

in screen time activities (continuous).31 Models were initially fit using the non-imputed 

dataset and the maximization of the adjusted R2 value to determine the most important 

confounders for inclusion. Residual plots were then used to ensure the linear regression 

assumptions were met. The resulting model was then applied to the imputed datasets, and 

the MVPA parameter estimates of each model were compared to assess differences in the 

strengths of relationships. 

3.5 Results 

Descriptive Characteristics of Sample 

Characteristics of all 332 participants are in Table 3.1. Approximately half were 

boys (50.3%) and the average age was 11.4 years. The majority were white (85.2%) and 

did not report having any chronic medical conditions (90.7%).  

Description of Non-Wear Time 

After removing sleep and applying the standard accelerometer cleaning protocol 

to the non-imputed dataset, 1,114 non-wear periods were identified. The median duration 

of the non-wear periods was 55 minutes (95% CI: 54.75, 55.0). Two hundred and forty 

nine (75%) of the 332 participants had 7 days of valid accelerometer data (i.e., ≥10 hours 

of wear time). A higher proportion of invalid days occurred on weekend days (28.3% 

Saturday, 20.2% Sunday) than on weekdays (13.1% Monday, 10.1% Tuesday, 11.1% 

Wednesday, 6.1% Thursday, 11.1% Friday). Only 9 (2.8%) of the participants had less 

than 4 days of valid data and had to be removed from the non-imputed accelerometer 

dataset altogether. The final MVPA variables in the non-imputed dataset were therefore 
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determined for 323 participants. For these participants, wear-time on valid days ranged 

from 11-17 hours, with the majority (80.8%) being between 13-15 hours. Non-wear time 

represented 4.2% of waking hours on valid days. 

When examining the accelerometer data in all 7 days for all 332 participants, 

7.5% of the epochs that occurred during waking hours were non-wear time and were 

replaced with missing count per minute values before imputation. This non-wear time 

represented non-wear periods identified by participants on their logs, as well as additional 

non-wear periods identified in the SAS program used to clean the accelerometer data. 

The most common reasons that participants identified in their logs for not wearing the 

accelerometer were forgetting to put it on (38.8%), participation in non-organized sports 

and activities such as outdoor play or swimming for fun (38.7%), and participation in 

organized sport (22.5%). A total of 583 organized sport sessions totalling 53,708 minutes 

were identified on the logs, and 99 of these sessions (10,689 or 9.9% of total minutes) 

were also identified on the logs as being non-wear periods.   

Imputation Descriptive Information 

The logistic regression parameter estimates used to impute MVPA during non-

wear time were combined and the resulting estimates are presented in Table 3.2. It should 

be noted that the standard errors and p-values for the parameter estimates shown Table 

3.2 are underestimated as the clustered nature of the data (i.e., multiple repeated epoch 

measures in the same participants) could not be accounted for in our imputation models.  

The interpretation of the main effects for many of the predictor variables listed in 

Table 3.2 is difficult given the presence of the interaction terms; therefore we also 

calculated the predicted probability of an epoch having a count value in the MVPA range 
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for each predictor variable, while holding all of the other variables in the model constant 

at their average (Table 3.3). This allows for easier comparisons between predictor 

variables and a better understanding of the size of the effects. The strongest predictors of 

MVPA for the non-wear time epoch values in both imputed datasets I and II were age and 

sex, season, and the type and time of day. Organized sport participation and intensity was 

also a strong predictor in imputed dataset II.  

Comparison of MVPA in Non-Imputed and Imputed Datasets 

Average minutes/day of MVPA was 56.8 (95% CI: 54.2, 59.5) in the non-imputed 

dataset, 58.4 (95% CI: 55.8, 61.0) in imputed dataset I, and 59.0 (95% CI: 56.3, 61.5) in 

imputed dataset II. The proportion of children meeting the MVPA guidelines of an 

average of 60 minutes/day in these three datasets were 37.5% (95% CI: 32.3, 42.7), 

42.0% (95% CI: 36.8, 47.4), and 43.0% (95% CI: 37.8, 48.4), respectively (Table 3.4). 

The 95% CI for the means and proportions of the estimates in each of the three datasets 

overlapped, suggesting that there were no significant differences in these descriptive 

results. 

On average, MVPA was 2.0 (95% CI: 1.6, 2.3) minutes/day higher in imputed 

dataset I than in the non-imputed dataset with a range of –12 min/day to +11 min/day. 

The differences were within ± 5 minutes/day for 87% (n=281) of the participants, and 

only exceeded ± 10 minutes/day for 2% (n=7) of the participants. The distribution of 

these differences is illustrated in Figure 3.1. This figure also shows that these differences 

were influenced by the amount of non-wear time. Only 22% of the participants whose 

estimated MVPA was lower in the imputed than the non-imputed dataset had 7 days of 
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valid accelerometer data. Conversely, 85% of the participants whose estimated MVPA 

was higher in the imputed dataset had 7 days of valid accelerometer data.  

Similar patterns were observed when examining differences between the non-

imputed dataset and imputed dataset II (Figure 3.2). The most notable difference, 

however, was that participants with 7 valid days of data had an ~8 minute or more 

increase in MVPA after imputation were those with non-wear time attributed almost 

exclusively to sport. These participants showed the most marked differences in MVPA 

between imputed datasets I and II. 

Relationship between MVPA and Health Outcomes  

See Table 3.5. After including the covariates in the multivariable model, MVPA 

was the only variable significantly associated with BMI and systolic blood pressure z-

scores in the non-imputed dataset. The results of the model based on the non-imputed 

dataset indicated that for every 10 minute/day increase in MVPA, there was a 0.064 (95% 

CI: 0.02, 0.11) decrease in the BMI z-score and a 0.049 (95% CI: 0.00, 0.10) decrease in 

the SBP z-scores. The relationship between MVPA and BMI z-scores, but not MVPA 

and systolic blood pressure z-scores, remained significant in both of the imputed datasets. 

Moreover, the 95% CI of the parameter estimates for MVPA overlapped across the three 

models, implying that the strengths of relationships between MVPA with BMI and 

systolic blood pressure did not differ across the three datasets.  

3.6 Discussion 

The first objective of this study was to develop an approach that could be used to 

impute accelerometer epoch values that were recorded during non-wear time, using the 

socio-demographic, behavioural, and health characteristics of the participants, time 
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characteristics of their epoch measures, and contextual information on what they were 

doing when their accelerometers were removed. After extensive research and exploration 

of potential options for imputation, multiple imputation using a binary logistic regression 

model was chosen and applied. The second objective was to determine if the newly 

developed imputation approach influenced estimates of MVPA. The key finding for this 

objective was that estimates of MVPA did not differ significantly in the imputed and non-

imputed datasets, and that there was excellent agreement between these estimates. The 

third objective was to determine if the use of the newly developed imputation approach 

influenced the association between MVPA, BMI, and systolic blood pressure. The key 

finding for this objective was that the fit of the regression models and strengths of the 

relationship were comparable for the non-imputed and imputed datasets.  

The size of the accelerometer dataset (i.e., ~7,000,000 rows, or epochs, of data) 

and the complexity of the epoch count values (i.e., a continuous auto-correlated variable 

with a zero-inflated distribution) greatly limited the imputation approach that could be 

used. We ultimately decided to simplify the data by converting the recorded epoch count 

values into a dichotomous variable indicating whether or not the count reached the 

MVPA threshold (i.e., 375 counts per 15 seconds). In addition to simplifying the data, 

this allowed us to apply a multiple imputation approach that used a binary logistic 

regression model, which did not assume normality in the underlying distribution of the 

data. 

The regression models used in the imputation included a variety of predictor 

variables to guide the imputation of missing accelerometer data, including information 

about the participant, the time characteristics of the epoch measures, and contextual 
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information on what participants were doing when their accelerometer was removed. 

Previous accelerometer studies using imputation have relied primarily upon much simpler 

imputation techniques, such as mean imputation, and have not taken advantage of these 

additional variables.4,13,14 We felt it was important to include socio-demographic, time, 

and health data as predictor variables in the imputation since all of these variables are 

related to MVPA.9,16,23,44,45 Not surprisingly, these factors played an important role in 

informing the imputation of non-wear time accelerometer data in this study. Additionally, 

when calculating the predicted probabilities of MVPA for each variable, the trends we 

obtained were consistent with the literature: boys, younger children, spring and summer 

months, and school days were among the strongest predictors of MVPA.16,21,23 We also 

considered whether participation in organized sport during non-wear times influenced the 

imputation. This interested us because sport participation is a primary reason for 

accelerometer removal and non-wear time among children,6 and because children 

accumulate MVPA while participating in sports that would be missed if the 

accelerometer was removed.46 Controlling for the times the child was engaged in 

organized sport increased the plausibility of the necessary MAR assumption and 

improved the ability to predict MVPA during non-wear time. This allowed for increased 

confidence that minimal bias was being introduced through incorrect assumptions of the 

distribution of the missing data.  

MVPA estimates were approximately 2 minutes/day higher in the imputed than 

non-imputed dataset. This difference was small, and not statistically or clinically 

significant. The difference in the proportion of participants adhering to physical activity 

guidelines was more marked, with approximately 5% more children adhering to the 
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guidelines based on the imputed datasets compared to the non-imputed dataset. The 

apparent mismatch between the difference for min/day of MVPA (2 minutes) and 

guideline adherence (5%) reflects the fact that the mean MVPA was 57 minutes/day, 

which is very close to the 60 minutes/day threshold for MVPA guideline adherence. 

Thus, a subtle shift in the minute/day MVPA estimate following imputation caused 

several participants to move from slightly below, to at or slightly above the 60 

minute/day threshold. 

The absence of significant differences in MVPA between the non-imputed and 

imputed datasets may reflect, in part, that participants were highly compliant and 

followed instructions to wear the accelerometer as much as possible during the 7-day 

measurement period. Across the entire dataset, only 7.5% of the epochs that occurred 

during waking hours were identified as non-wear time. The vast majority (75%) of 

participants had 7 days of accelerometer data with at least 10 hours of wear time and only 

3% had less than 4 valid days. This is considerably better than the compliance observed 

in most other accelerometer studies, which commonly report that 15-40% of child and 

adolescent participants have less than 4 valid days of accelerometer data over a 7 day 

measurement period.9,11,12 The excellent compliance was likely a reflection of the 

multiple strategies used to maximize compliance. These strategies consisted of requiring 

participants to record in a log the times they removed their accelerometer and the reasons 

for doing so, sending a daily reminder text and/or email message to remind participants to 

wear their accelerometer and complete their log, a monetary reward contingent upon 

returning the accelerometer in good working condition and completing the log, and a 24-

hour wear-time protocol. Because the compliance was so high in our study, the results 
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may not be generalizable to accelerometer studies with considerable non-wear time and 

missing data.  

Another potential explanation for the lack of differences in MVPA between the 

imputed and non-imputed datasets relates to the patterns of missingness. When non-wear 

time was deleted in the non-imputed dataset, MVPA was slightly underestimated for 

most participants with 7 valid days of data and missingness only attributable to 

occasional non-wear time. Conversely, MVPA was slightly overestimated for most 

participants with larger amounts of missingness, particularly for those with 6 days of 

valid data. This suggests that the MVPA levels were lower in invalid than valid days. It 

also suggests that when calculating average MVPA, the removal of invalid days 

counterbalances the MVPA that is not captured during non-wear time on valid days.   

Despite the non-significant differences between datasets, however, a notable trend 

was observed between imputed datasets I and II. In imputed dataset II, participants with 7 

valid days of data and an ~8 minute or greater increase in MVPA following imputation 

compared to traditional cleaning had non-wear time attributed almost exclusively to 

sport. The marked increases in MVPA for these children between the two imputed 

datasets demonstrate the benefit of rendering the missing accelerometer data MAR by 

controlling for sport engagement. Additionally, this finding highlights the fact that 

conclusions drawn from this study are only applicable to samples with unsystematic 

patterns of missingness. Samples wherein there is a systematic reason for device removal 

(e.g., sampling a competitive swim team where a considerable proportion of non-wear 

time would be attributed to swimming) may show more considerable increases in MVPA 

estimates with comparable amounts of missing data. 
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The results of the regression analyses examining the strength of associations 

between MVPA with BMI and systolic blood pressure were comparable in the non-

imputed and imputed datasets. As previous accelerometer imputation studies have not 

performed such analyses, we cannot compare these findings to the literature. The 

individual differences in MVPA between the non-imputed and imputed datasets were 

within 5 minutes/day for 87% of the participants, indicating excellent agreement between 

the MVPA estimates. Therefore, misclassification of MVPA that would have occurred in 

the non-imputed dataset as a result of non-wear time was subtle for most participants and 

there was limited variability in this misclassification. This explains why the strength of 

the relationship did not improve when the regression analyses were performed on the 

imputed datasets.   

Despite the fact that the imputation approach did not significantly change MVPA 

estimates or the ability of MVPA to predict health outcomes, the findings of this study 

still have important implications for past and future accelerometer research. Namely, the 

findings indicate that when accelerometer compliance is very high, deletion of non-wear 

time from the accelerometer dataset will not significantly bias MVPA estimates.  

Therefore, previous studies that have achieved excellent wear compliance and applied 

traditional accelerometer processing protocols to delete non-wear time from the dataset 

would have published MVPA results that are trustable, assuming there are no issues with 

the study’s internal validity. In the future, researchers can be comfortable knowing that 

they can use traditional accelerometer cleaning protocols to remove non-wear time if they 

achieve excellent wear time adherence. For most researchers this would undoubtedly be 

easier than using multiple imputation to impute non-wear time. Our study also provides 
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guidance to researchers on the type and number of strategies they can use when designing 

their study to increase their likelihood of achieving excellent wear time adherence during 

data collection.   

Limitations of this study warrant discussion. First, the imputation approach we 

used could only model MVPA dichotomously (i.e., yes or no), and could not impute the 

specific epoch count values. Therefore, this imputation approach can only be used to look 

at MVPA or another intensity of physical activity, and not all intensities of physical 

activity and sedentary behaviour simultaneously. Additionally, our model did not control 

for the multilevel nature of the data, which resulted from repeated accelerometer 

measurements on the same individual. As a result, the statistical significance of the 

predictors in the imputation model could not be assessed. Another limitation of this study 

was that the approach developed would be challenging to apply when participant sleep 

times are not known or could not be accurately predicted. Without this information, it is 

difficult to differentiate between non-wear time that should be imputed and sleep times 

that should be removed. Lastly, due to the excellent accelerometer compliance and 

limited non-wear time, our results may not be applicable to accelerometer studies with 

moderate or poor wear-time compliance.  

3.7 Conclusion 

In summary, we developed an imputation approach that relies on socio-

demographic, time, health, and sport participation data to predict MVPA during non-wear 

time. Although these variables predict MVPA and informed the imputation of non-wear 

time, estimates of MVPA were not different between the non-imputed and imputed 

datasets. Our findings suggest that studies achieving excellent accelerometer compliance 
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that do not have a systematic reason for data missingness can obtain MVPA measures 

without substantial bias, even if traditional cleaning procedures that delete non-wear time 

accelerometer data are used.  
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Table 3.1. Characteristics of participants in the Active Play Study 
 
Variable N % 
Sex   

Male 164 50.3 
Female 165 49.7 

Age   
10 years 101 30.4 
11 years 80 24.1 
12 years 80 24.1 
13 years 71 21.4 

Race   
White  283 85.2 
Other 49 14.8 

Family Structure   
Dual Parent 277 83.4 
Single Parent 55 17.6 

Family Income   
≤ $50,000 60 18.1 
$50,001-$100,000 84 25.3 
> $100,000 139 41.9 
No response 49 14.7 

Parental Education   
High school or less 29 8.7 
2-year college 100 30.1 
4-year college/university 203 61.1 

Chronic Medical Condition   
No 301 90.7 
Yes 31 9.3 

Fast Food Consumption   
Rarely or never 113 34.0 

     ~2-3 times per month 169 50.9 
≥1 time per week 50 15.1 

Snacking Frequency in Front of Screen   
0-4 times per week 213 64.2 
5-9 times per week 76 22.8 
10 or more times per week 43 12.9 
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Table 3.2. Summary logistic regression parameter estimates used to predict MVPA in 
imputed datasets I and II 
 

 Imputed Dataset I Imputed Dataset II 
 Parameter 

Estimate (SE) 
p-value Parameter Estimate 

(SE) 
p-value 

Intercept -2.4873 (0.0170) <0.0001 -2.1142 (0.0223) <0.0001 
Age (per year) -0.0316 (0.0024) <0.0001 -0.0331 (0.0027) <0.0001 
Sex     

Male 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Female 0.0826 (0.0152) <0.0001 0.2094 (0.0315) <0.0001 

Race     
White 0 (referent)  - 0 (referent) - 
Other -0.0489 (0.0029) <0.0001 -0.0926 (0.0054) <0.0001 

Chronic Medical Condition     
No 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Yes -0.0222 (0.0029) <0.0001 -0.0395 (0.0057) <0.0001 

Family Structure     
Dual Parent 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Single Parent -0.0056 (0.0024) 0.0193 -0.0287 (0.0048) <0.0001 

Family Income     
≤ $50,000 per year 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
$50,001-100,000 per year -0.0372 (0030) <0.0001 0.0020 (0.0050) 0.6739 
> $100,000 per year 0.0325 (0.0027) <0.0001 -0.0039 (0.0051) 0.4464 
No response 0.0594 (0.0035) <0.0001 0.0707 (0.0056) <0.0001 

Parental Education     
High school or less 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
2-year college 0.0132 (0.0028 <0.0001 0.0807 (0.0064) <0.0001 
4-year college/university 0.0861 (0.0026) <0.0001 0.1793 (0.0060) <0.0001 

Maturity (per unit of maturity 
offset) 

-0.0007 (0.0001) <0.0001 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.9746 

BMI (per SD) -0.0724 (0.0020) <0.0001 -0.0694 (0.0018) <0.0001 
Systolic Blood Pressure (per SD) -0.0118 (0.0020) <0.0001 -0.0153 (0.0018) <0.0001 
Snacking Frequency (per weekly 
frequency) 

0.0077 (0.0004) <0.0001 0.0091 (0.0004) <0.0001 

Fast Food Consumption     
Rarely or never 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
~2-3 times per month 0.0494 (0.0020) <0.0001 0.0316 (0.0035) <0.0001 
≥1 times per week -0.0587 (0.0030) <0.0001 -0.0960 (0.0050) <0.0001 

Season     
Spring 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Summer 0.0544 (0.0041) <0.0001 -0.1380 (0.0060) <0.0001 
Fall -0.0267 (0.0028) <0.0001 -0.1996 (0.0043) <0.0001 
Winter -0.2065 (0.0027) <0.0001 -0.3960 (0.0050) <0.0001 

Type of Day     
School day 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Weekend or holiday -0.2071 (0.0043) <0.0001 -1.1370 (0.0128) <0.0001 
Camp/program day -0.1116 (0.0070) <0.0001 -0.6491 (0.0299) <0.0001 

Time of Day     
00:00-9:29 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
09:30-14:59 0.3170 (0.0050) <0.0001 0.3780 (0.0057) <0.0001 
15:00-17:59 0.2578 (0.0061) <0.0001 0.2712 (0.0062) <0.0001 
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18:00-23:59 -0.1607 (0.0061) <0.0001 -0.3407 (0.0071) <0.0001 
Sport Intensity     

Not participating in sport N/A - 0 (referent) - 
1 (lowest) N/A - -4.3436 (0.8202) <0.0001 
2 N/A - 0.5978 (0.1106) <0.0001 
3 N/A - 0.1165 (0.0998) 0.2434 
4 N/A - 0.2973 (0.1046) 0.0047 
5 (highest) N/A - -1.7646 (0.1148) <0.0001 

Age x Sex Interactions     
Older males 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Older females -0.0204 (0.0013) <0.0001 -0.0476 (0.0027) <0.0001 

Day of Week x Time of Day 
Interactions 

    

School Day, all hours 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Weekend, 00:00-09:29 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Weekend, 09:30-14:59 0.0326 (0.0056) <0.0001 0.6884 (0.0137) <0.0001 
Weekend, 15:00-17:59 0.1415 (0.0070) <0.0001 0.8418 (0.0143) <0.0001 
Weekend, 18:00-23:59 0.1511 (0.0065) <0.0001 1.0721 (0.0146) <0.0001 
Camp day, 00:00-09:29 0 (referent) - 0 (referent) - 
Camp day, 09:30-14:59 0.0655 (0.0094) <0.0001 0.2236 (0.0330) <0.0001 
Camp day, 15:00-17:59 0.1181 (0.0116) <0.0001 0.1748 (0.0361) <0.0001 
Camp day, 18:00-23:59 0.0046 (0.0109) 0.6709 0.5337 (0.0368) <0.0001 

Age x Sport Interactions     
Older, no sport N/A - 0 (referent) - 
Older, intensity 1 (lowest) N/A - 0.2864 (0.0650) <0.0001 
Older, intensity 2 N/A - 0.0408 (0.0091) <0.0001 
Older, intensity 3 N/A - 0.1197 (0.0081) <0.0001 
Older, intensity 4 N/A - 0.1417 (0.0088) <0.0001 
Older, intensity 5 (highest) N/A - 0.3458 (0.0098) <0.0001 

Sex x Sport Interactions     
Boys, all intensities N/A - 0 (referent) - 
Girls, no sport N/A - 0 (referent) - 
Girls, intensity 1 (lowest) N/A - 1.5757 (0.1997) <0.0001 
Girls, intensity 2 N/A - 0.2185 (0.0226) <0.0001 
Girls, intensity 3 N/A - 0.3710 (0.0256) <0.0001 
Girls, intensity 4 N/A - 0.4237 (0.0192) <0.0001 
Girls, intensity 5 (highest) 
 

N/A - 0.0833 (0.0294) 0.0091 
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Table 3.3 Predicted probability of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) for 
imputed datasets I and II, while holding all other variables constant at their average 
 
Variable Imputed Dataset I Imputed Dataset II 
 Probability (%) Probability (%) 
Age and Sex   

10 year old boy 6.0 8.8 
11 year old boy 5.8 8.6 
12 year old boy 5.6 8.3 
13 year old boy 5.4 8.1 
10 year old girl 5.3 6.8 
11 year old girl 5.0 6.3 
12 year old girl 4.8 5.8 
13 year old girl 4.5 5.4 

Race   
White 5.2 7.1 
Other 5.0 6.5 

Chronic Medical Condition   
No 5.2 7.0 
Yes 5.1 6.8 

Family Structure   
Dual Parent 5.2 7.1 
Single Parent 5.2 6.9 

Education   
High school or less 4.9 6.1 
2-year college 5.0 6.7 
4-year college/university 5.4 7.4 

Income   
≤ $50,000 year 5.1 7.0 
$50,001-100,000 year 5.0 7.0 
> $100,000 year 5.3 6.9 
No response 5.5 7.5 

Maturity (per SD increase) -2.1 0.0 
BMI (per SD increase) -7.2 -6.9 
Systolic Blood Pressure (per SD increase) -1.2 -1.5 
Snacking Frequency (per SD increase) 3.0 3.6 
Fast Food Consumption   

Rarely or never 5.1 7.0 
~2-3 times per month 5.4 7.2 
≥1 times per week 4.8 6.4 

Season   
Spring 5.6 8.7 
Summer 5.8 7.6 
Fall 5.5 7.1 
Winter 4.6 5.8 

Type and Time of Day   
School day, 00:00-9:29 4.8 6.8 
School day, 09:30-14:59 6.6 10.0 
School day, 15:00-17:59 6.2 9.0 
School day, 18:00-23:59 4.1 4.9 
Weekend, 00:00-9:29 3.9 2.2 
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Weekend, 09:30-14:59 5.5 6.4 
Weekend, 15:00-17:59 5.8 6.7 
Weekend, 18:00-23:59 3.9 4.6 
Camp day, 00:00-09:29 4.3 3.6 
Camp day, 09:30-14:59 6.3 6.5 
Camp day, 15:00-17:59 6.2 5.6 
Camp day, 18:00-23:59 3.7 4.3 

Sport Intensity   
Not participating in sport N/A 6.7 
Sport intensity 1 (lowest) N/A 5.7 
Sport intensity 2 N/A 21.9 
Sport intensity 3 N/A 37.3 
Sport intensity 4 N/A 59.5 
Sport intensity 5 (highest) N/A 72.1 
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Table 3.4. Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) in the non-imputed and 
imputed datasets 
 
Dataset Average min/day of 

MVPA (95% CI) 
% Meeting MVPA 
Guideline (95% CI) 

Non-imputed dataset (N=323) 56.8 (54.2, 59.5) 37.5 (32.3, 42.7) 
Imputation dataset I (N=332)* 58.4 (55.8, 61.0) 42.0 (36.8, 47.4) 
Imputation dataset II (N=332)† 59.0 (56.3, 61.5) 43.0 (37.8, 48.4) 
* Imputation based upon socio-demographic (age, maturity, sex, race, family structure, parental 
education, family income), health (chronic medical conditions, BMI, systolic blood pressure), 
behavioural (fast food consumption, snacking frequency), and time (season, type of day, time of 
day)  
† Imputation based upon sport participation, in addition to the variables used in imputation 
dataset I 
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Table 3.5. Association between moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA), body mass index, and systolic blood pressure 
 
Dataset Body Mass Index Systolic Blood Pressure 

Parameter Estimate 
(95% CI) for MVPA‡ 

p-value for 
MVPA 

Parameter Estimate 
(95% CI) for MVPA‡ 

p-value for 
MVPA 

Non-imputed dataset -0.064 (-0.11, -0.02) 0.008 -0.049 (-0.10, 0.00) 0.047 
Imputed dataset I* -0.070 (-0.12, -0.02) 0.004 -0.045 (-0.09, 0.003) 0.067 
Imputed dataset II† -0.072 (-0.12, -0.02) 0.003 -0.043 (-0.09, 0.005) 0.077 

All models included MVPA, sex, age, race, family structure, chronic medical conditions, parental education, family income, fast food 
consumption, and snacking frequency as predictor variables 
* Imputation based upon socio-demographic (age, maturity, sex, race, family structure, parental education, family income), health (chronic 
medical conditions, body mass index, systolic blood pressure), behavioural (fast food consumption, snacking frequency), and time (season, type of 
day, time of day)  
† Imputation based upon sport participation, in addition to the variables used in imputation dataset I 
‡ Parameter estimate indicates the change in body mass index or systolic blood pressure z-score for every 10 minute/day increase in MVPA 
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Figure 3.1. Individual differences in average minutes/day of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) in the non-imputed vs. 
imputed dataset I, by number of valid days remaining after traditional cleaning 
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Figure 3.2. Individual differences in average minutes/day of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) in the non-imputed vs. 
imputed dataset II, by number of valid days remaining after traditional cleaning 
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Chapter 4 

General Discussion 
 

4.1 Study Summary 

The purpose of this thesis was to develop and apply an approach that utilized 

participants’ socio-demographic, health, time and behavioural data to inform the 

imputation of accelerometer non-wear time epochs. Data were obtained from a sample of 

332 children aged 10-13. Physical activity was measured over 7 days using Actical 

accelerometers. Final physical activity variables and the relationship between MVPA and 

selected health outcomes were compared between three different methods for dealing 

with non-wear time data: 1) the “non-imputed” method using a traditional cleaning 

protocol (i.e., deletion of non-wear time from the dataset), 2) imputation dataset I, 

wherein the imputation of MVPA during non-wear time was based upon socio-

demographic (e.g., sex, age), health (e.g., BMI, blood pressure) and time (e.g., season, 

day of the week) data, and 3) imputation dataset II, wherein the imputation was based 

upon the same variables as imputation dataset I plus information on organized sport 

participation during the non-wear period.  

4.2 Summary of Major Findings 

 The imputation technique developed in this study relied upon the socio-

demographic, time, health, and sport participation data of participants to inform the 

imputation of non-wear time. After extensive research and exploration, multiple 

imputation using binary logistic regression was the imputation method chosen and 
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applied. After applying the imputation method, no significant differences were observed 

between the non-imputed and imputed datasets in average daily minutes of MVPA, or the 

percent of participants meeting MVPA guidelines. There was excellent agreement 

between MVPA estimates in the non-imputed and imputed datasets. Furthermore, the 

strength of the etiologic relationships between MVPA with BMI and systolic blood 

pressure did not differ significantly across the three datasets. 

The size of the accelerometer data set (i.e., ~7,000,000 rows, or epochs, of data) 

and complexity of the accelerometer count values (i.e., a zero-inflated and auto-correlated 

continuous variable) greatly limited the imputation approach that could be used. For 

example, some attempted methods could not be used as they simply could not handle the 

size and complexity of the dataset. Other approaches, such as linear mixed effects 

models, were inappropriate as they required the assumption of normality in the data,1 and 

accelerometer count values do not meet this assumption. Ultimately, the accelerometer 

epoch count values were simplified into a dichotomous variable indicating whether or not 

the epoch count value reached the MVPA threshold. Not only did this simplify the data, it 

allowed for the application of a multiple imputation approach using binary logistic 

regression, which did not require normality in the underlying distribution.2 

To our knowledge, very few previously developed approaches for the imputation 

of accelerometer non-wear time have utilized any of the socio-demographic and health 

information of participants and/or the time information of their epoch measures, and none 

have considered the contextual information about what participants were doing while 

their accelerometer was removed. In fact, the majority of previously developed 

techniques have completely ignored this additional information and relied on more 
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simplistic approaches, such as imputing the group or individual summary activity value 

during periods of non-wear time and missing data. The socio-demographic factors used to 

inform our imputation technique have been shown to influence the odds of MVPA 

engagement,3-6 and thus I felt it would be interesting to assess their role in the prediction 

of MVPA during non-wear time. In addition, I was interested to see whether the inclusion 

of organized sport data influenced the prediction of MVPA during periods of non-wear 

time since previous studies have indicated that participation in organized sport was a 

primary reason for accelerometer removal among children and youth.7,8 As expected, the 

socio-demographic, health, time, and organized sport information played an important 

role in the imputation of MVPA during non-wear time. 

Estimates of daily MVPA were, on average, approximately 2-minutes higher in 

the imputed than the non-imputed datasets. For the overwhelming majority participants 

(~85%), the differences between MVPA in the non-imputed and imputed datasets were 

within 5 minutes/day. The 2-minute per day difference led to a disproportionately higher 

increase in MVPA guideline compliance of approximately 5%. This apparent mismatch 

reflects that many children were very close to meeting the MVPA guideline of 60 

minutes/day in the non-imputed dataset, as the average was 57 minutes/day, and a subtle 

increase in MVPA pushed many children above the threshold.   

The results of the regression analyses between MVPA and BMI and systolic 

blood pressure showed comparable strengths of relationship between the datasets. This 

finding was likely attributable to the lack of misclassification, which was clear from the 

small individual differences in MVPA and excellent agreement between the non-imputed 

and imputed datasets (i.e., ~85% of the participants differed by less than 5 minutes/day). 
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Therefore, misclassification of MVPA that would have occurred in the non-imputed 

dataset as a result of non-wear time was subtle for most participants. This explains the 

lack of improvement in the strengths of relationships when the regression analyses were 

performed on the imputed datasets.   

The lack of statistically significant differences between the non-imputed and 

imputed datasets can likely be attributed to two factors. The first was the excellent 

accelerometer wear time compliance achieved by the study participants. Only 7.5% of 

epochs occurring during waking hours were missing due to non-wear time. This was the 

result of several strategies employed by the research team, including 1) detailed activity 

logs, wherein participants were asked to indicate the times they removed their device and 

the reasons for removal, the times woke up and went to sleep, and the times they 

participated in organized sports, 2) daily email/text message reminders sent to 

participants and/or their parents reminding them to wear the device and fill out the log, 3) 

a monetary reward contingent on returning the device is good working condition and 

completing the activity log, and 4) a 24-hour wear time protocol. As a result, the dataset 

was relatively complete, thereby restricting the amount of data that was imputed during 

non-wear time and limiting the potential impact of the technique.  

The second factor is that many of the participants with only 6 (or fewer) valid 

days of accelerometer data in the non-imputed dataset had MVPA estimates that were 

higher in the non-imputed than imputed dataset. This suggests that the MVPA levels 

were lower in the invalid days, or days with <10 hours of wear time during waking hours. 

These invalid days were included in the MVPA estimates for the imputed datasets, but 

not for the non-imputed dataset. This would have, in part, counterbalanced the increases 
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in MVPA during valid days in the imputed datasets, causing the average impact of the 

imputation across all 7 days to be small. 

Although non-significant differences in MVPA estimates were obtained between 

datasets, a notable trend was observed between imputed datasets I and II. In imputed 

dataset II, participants with 7 valid days of data and an increase in MVPA by ~8 minutes 

or more following imputation compared to traditional cleaning had non-wear time 

attributed almost exclusively to sport. These participants saw the most marked difference 

in estimates between imputation techniques, illustrating the benefit of accounting for the 

increased activity accumulated during organized sport non-wear time. In addition, this 

finding highlights the fact that conclusions drawn from this study are only applicable to 

samples with unsystematic patterns of missingness. Samples wherein there is a systematic 

reason for device removal (e.g., sampling a competitive swim team where a considerable 

proportion of non-wear time would be attributed to swimming) may show considerable 

increases in MVPA estimates with comparable amounts of missing data. 

4.3 Strengths 

This study had many strengths, the first of which was the design of the Active 

Play Study. Participants were sampled proportionally by age, sex, season, and the 12 

electoral districts within Kingston, which ensured a diverse sample. Assuming our study 

was internally valid, this would allow our results to be generalizable to other studies of 

10-13 year old Canadian children. Another strength of the Active Play study design was 

the considerable effort made by researchers to ensure high accelerometer wear-time 

compliance. Additionally, the utilization of the Actical accelerometer and 15 second 

epoch measurements was beneficial. Unlike their uni- or tri-axial counterparts, the 
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Actical is an omni-directional device meaning it measures movement in every direction.9 

This, combined with the use of 15-second epoch measurement intervals, which are more 

sensitive than 60-second epochs to the short bursts of activity, allowed us to capture the 

sporadic movement patterns of children. 

The second major strength of this study was the time and effort spent by 

researchers to clean and correct the information recorded in the activity logs. Sleep, 

organized sport, and non-wear times and details were cleaned for each participant by 

comparing the recorded information to the raw accelerometer data. This allowed for the 

detection and correction of obvious mistakes in the activity log, ensuring the dataset used 

for the imputation was as accurate as possible.  

Lastly, the development of an imputation technique that used the participants’ 

socio-demographic, health, time, and log information to inform the replacement of non-

wear time was novel and innovative. With increasing awareness surrounding the issues 

associated with traditional accelerometer cleaning, coupled with the increasing use of 

imputation as an alternate means of handling non-wear time, developing a method that 

can limit bias when imputing accelerometer data is critical.  

4.4 Limitations and Potential Limitations 

This study also had important limitations, which are discussed in the following sections.  

4.4.1 Internal Validity 

Internal validity is the degree to which the study is free from bias and 

confounding, thereby reflecting what is truly happening in the population the sample is 

intended to represent.10 There are several potential threats to the internal validity of an 

epidemiologic study, including information bias and confounding. 
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Information Bias: 

Random errors in the measurement of an exposure, outcome, or covariate of 

interest are defined as information error.10 When these errors are made systematically, it 

is defined as information bias.10 There are several avenues through which information 

error may have been introduced in this study; the first is through the potential errors made 

in participants’ activity logs. Despite the detailed verbal and written instructions given to 

participants on how to properly complete the log, it is possible that information such as 

the times the accelerometer was removed, or the details of an activity (e.g., start time, 

sport type, etc.) could have been forgotten or mistakenly recorded. Several precautions 

were taken to limit the occurrence of these errors. For example, reminder email/text 

messages were sent to participants and/or their parents every morning, reminding them to 

fill out the log. Additionally, researchers reviewed each day of the completed log with the 

participant when they returned for their second visit, to verify the information and clarify 

outstanding issues. Further, all logs were cleaned by researchers using standardized 

protocol that involved verifying the log information while visually inspecting the 

accelerometer epoch data. This allowed the research team to further detect and correct 

any obvious errors (e.g., the non-wear time recorded on the log was clearly shifted by 30 

minutes).  

Errors may also have been introduced during participant questionnaire 

completion. Although questions were written in language designed for the age and 

education level of the sample, there may have been issues with recall error, deliberate 

response error, or misinterpretation of the questions. Information obtained from the 

questionnaires was used to assess the participant’s frequency of fast food consumption 
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and snacking while engaged in screen time activities. This information only comprised a 

small portion of the covariate data, however, and I therefore do not anticipate these issues 

being a major threat in this study. 

Information error and/or bias may have also been introduced through 

anthropometric data collection and accelerometer data cleaning. With several researchers 

involved in these processes, it is possible that bias was introduced through slight 

systematic differences between the individuals collecting and cleaning the data. 

Information error also had the potential to arise as a result of random errors in 

measurement or cleaning. To minimize this, detailed protocols were developed with step-

by-step instructions guiding researchers on how to properly obtain anthropometric 

measurements and clean the accelerometer data. In addition, each researcher was trained 

individually before being allowed to collect or clean data alone.  

To assess the degree to which information error arose during the cleaning of the 

sleep times recorded on the logs, which were used in my thesis to define the waking 

hours during which MVPA could occur, 16 logs were checked and corrected on three 

occasions – twice by the same observer and once more by a different observer. The 

difference between corrected sleep time was under 10 minutes 90.6% of the time when 

the results from the same observer were compared, and under 30 minutes 89.7% of the 

time when the results of two observers were compared. Because the waking hour 

calculations were determined reliably, and because MVPA only accounts for a small 

fraction of time during waking hours,11 any error introduced by the subjective nature of 

the accelerometer cleaning on MVPA estimates would have been minimal. 
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Social desirability bias can arise in subjectively reported data, resulting from 

participants over-reporting behaviours that are seen as desirable and under-reporting 

behaviours seen as undesirable.10 Nearly every variable of interest in this study was 

objectively measured, limiting the potential for social desirability bias to have been 

introduced. One potential concern, however, was for the dietary variables that were 

included as predictors in the imputation models and covariates in the models assessing 

the relationships between MVPA and the health outcomes (BMI and blood pressure). 

These dietary behaviours were assessed in the child questionnaire, where participants 

were asked about their fast food and snacking frequency. As these behaviours are often 

seen as undesirable, children may have under-reported their frequency of engaging in 

these activities. Although we were unable to assess the extent of bias in these responses, 

we expect it would have been non-differential, thus biasing relationships towards the null. 

In the imputation, this bias would have caused the influence of dietary factors on the 

prediction of MVPA to be smaller than anticipated. When assessing the relationship 

between MVPA and health outcomes, the bias inherent in these covariates may have 

resulted in residual confounding, which could have influenced the etiologic relationships. 

The issues around confounding are further discussed in the next paragraph. 

Confounding: 

Confounding results from the distortion of a relationship of interest due to a third 

factor related to both the exposure and outcome that is not found along the causal 

pathway.10 Known confounders in the relationships between MVPA, and BMI and 

systolic blood pressure were controlled for, specifically age and sex.12 It is possible, 

however, that error in the measurement of these confounders, or the accidental exclusion 
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of other relevant confounders, caused residual confounding to remain. This would have 

had no influence on the key results, however, as I was primarily interested in determining 

whether the strength of relationship differed between the imputed and non-imputed 

datasets, and because the same residual confounding would have been present in the 

regression analyses performed on the imputed and non-imputed datasets.  

4.4.2 External Validity 

External validity is the ability to generalize the study results to the population the 

sample was intended to represent.10 A specific threat to the generalizability of our results 

was the potential presence of selection bias. Selection bias is a sampling error introduced 

from a systematic difference between participants and non-participants, resulting in a 

sample that would generate different results than the population of interest.10 In my study 

a potential selection bias to consider was a volunteer bias, wherein children who 

volunteered for the study may have been systematically different from those who did 

not.10 Although the number of participants included in the study was stratified to ensure 

proportional representation by age, sex, season, and electoral district of the city of 

Kingston, participation was voluntary and therefore children who elected to participate 

may have differed from those who did not. For example, prior to volunteering, 

participants knew that they would be required to wear an accelerometer for 24-hours a 

day throughout the entire 7-day measurement period, in addition to maintaining a detailed 

activity log. These tasks were relatively demanding and required a high degree of 

motivation and commitment on behalf of the participants. It is therefore possible that the 

characteristics possessed by children who elected to volunteer for the study would have 

led to improved data collection, particularly a smaller amount of non wear time, than 
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would have been obtained in their non-participating peers. Although this may have 

increased the internal validity of the study, the external validity of the results may have 

been compromised, as they may not be generalizable to samples that have significant 

issues with accelerometer wear time compliance.   

4.4.3 Model Limitations 

Prior to imputation, this study simplified the accelerometer epoch count values 

into a dichotomous yes or no variable that indicated MVPA engagement. While this 

helped simplify the data and allow the use of an imputation model that did not assume 

normality in the underlying distribution of the data, it restricted the amount of 

information that could be obtained from the imputation. Without imputing an actual 

count value for each non-wear epoch, I could not assess the impact of imputation on other 

intensities of physical activity such as light intensity physical activity and sedentary 

behaviour. Another limitation of the logistic regression model was that it could not 

control for the multi-level nature of the data (i.e., repeated observations from the same 

participants). As a result, I could not assess the significance of the factors used in the 

prediction of MVPA, as the measures of variance from the imputation model were 

underestimated. Further, as intra-individual variability in MVPA is smaller than inter-

individual variability,13 neglecting to control for the individual differences in MVPA may 

have slightly influenced the estimates derived from imputation. 

4.5 Implications of Findings 

Despite the insignificant findings in this study, my thesis research still has 

important implications in past and future accelerometer research. In particular, my 

findings suggest that unbiased MVPA measures can be obtained from deletion of non-
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wear time in studies achieving excellent accelerometer wear-time compliance. This has 

implications in past physical activity research, as it means that estimates derived from 

studies achieving high accelerometer compliance and using traditional deletion 

techniques to process the accelerometer data are likely unbiased. These findings also 

have implications in future physical activity research, as they highlight the importance of 

emphasizing accelerometer compliance. In achieving high wear-time compliance, 

traditional cleaning methods can be used to reliably process the data, which is 

undoubtedly easier and less time consuming than using multiple imputation to replace the 

non-wear time.  

In addition to these primary findings, this study also describes four methods that 

can be used to improve accelerometer compliance. Ideally, these can be implemented in 

future physical activity research to improve accelerometer wear-time among child and 

youth samples.  

4.6 Future Research Directions 

This research contributes to the growing body of literature assessing the impact 

and importance of imputation in the replacement of accelerometer non-wear time data. 

Although there were no significant differences in the final MVPA estimates derived using 

the imputed and non-imputed datasets, the reasons for this should be explored further to 

assess if this method could be beneficial in specific circumstances. 

In particular, future research should apply the imputation technique developed in 

my thesis on an accelerometer dataset with substantially lower accelerometer wear time 

compliance. With missing data being a common problem in accelerometer studies, 

assessing the impact of this technique in a situation where there are more opportunities to 
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impute could be insightful. Additionally, it would be of great interest to extend the 

technique developed in this study (i.e., informing the imputation of non-wear time using 

similar socio-demographic, health, behavioural and time information) to a model that can 

properly account for the autocorrelation and zero-inflation of the accelerometer count 

values. Lastly, direct comparisons between the imputation approaches and models 

derived in this study and those used in previous accelerometers studies could be 

informative.  

4.7 Summary of MSc Research Experience 

My experience as a Master’s student has allowed me to broaden my knowledge in 

the field of epidemiology and public health. Through my initial year of coursework, I had 

the opportunity to explore several different applications of the study of epidemiology and 

biostatistics. Outside of the classroom, my role as a research assistant for the Active Play 

Study provided me with invaluable insight into study design and the benefits associated 

with primary data collection. In this position, which lasted the duration of my degree, I 

worked with child participants and their families to organize study visits, and collect 

anthropometric, accelerometer, and survey data. Also in my first year, I was given the 

opportunity to orally present my undergraduate thesis work at a national conference 

(Canadian Obesity Summit, 2015), which allowed me to disseminate my research and 

develop my presentation skills.  

In my second year, I developed, executed, and critically evaluated my own thesis 

research using data collected from the Active Play Study. In the process, I developed 

standardized accelerometer cleaning protocols and assisted in the training of 

undergraduate and graduate students involved in the data cleaning process. Additionally, 
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I gained a comprehensive understanding of SAS statistical programming software 

through the complex formatting, manipulating and merging of datasets that I had to do to 

obtain the master dataset for imputation. In this process, I also developed a SAS code that 

will be used by other Active Play Study researchers in their future work. Lastly, I 

completed all of the statistical analyses, including the multiple imputation and regression 

analyses. I was also responsible for interpreting my results and preparing my work in 

written format for this thesis and future publication. As a whole, these experiences have 

allowed me to develop and refine the skills I will need to successfully work in the field of 

epidemiology and public health. 

4.8 Conclusion 

In summary, the use of socio-demographic, time and health information was 

important in the prediction of MVPA during non-wear periods. Despite this, no 

significant differences were detected in either the final physical estimates, or in the 

strength of etiologic relationships, between the imputed and non-imputed data. This 

suggests that studies achieving excellent accelerometer compliance with unsystematic 

patterns of data missingness may use the traditional approach of deleting non-wear time 

to obtain MVPA estimates without substantial bias. It also highlights the importance of 

emphasizing good accelerometer compliance during study development, as an easy way 

to decrease bias and simplify the processing of raw accelerometer data. 

Understanding the limitations in current accelerometer cleaning and processing 

techniques is critical, since the physical activity estimates derived from research are 

being used to inform public health policies and interventions. Ideally the findings of this 
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thesis will allow researchers attaining excellent accelerometer compliance to have 

confidence in the MVPA estimates they derive.  
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LETTER%OF%INFORMATION%/%CONSENT%FOR%CHILD%
!

%
Physical)Activity)Levels)in)Kingston)Children)

%
%
%
Principal%Investigator:! Dr.!Ian!Janssen!
! ! ! ! School!of!Kinesiology!&!Health!Studies,!Queen’s!
University!!

! ! ! ! Kingston,!Ontario!!
! ! ! ! Phone:!(613)533H6000!ext.!78631!
! ! ! ! EHmail:!ian.janssen@queensu.ca!
!
Co?Investigator:! ! Dr.!Michael!McIsaac!!!
! ! ! ! Department!of!Public!Health!Sciences,!Queen’s!
University!!

! ! ! ! Kingston,!Ontario!
! ! ! ! Phone:!(613)533H6000!ext.!77460!
! ! ! ! EHmail:!mcisaacm@queensu.ca!
!
%
Research%sponsor:!!Heart!and!Stroke!Foundation!of!Canada!
!
%
Purpose%of%the%study!
!
We!want!you!to!participate!in!this!study.!!It!is!about!children’s!physical!activity.!
Children’s!physical!activity!levels!are!getting!worse.!!We!want!to!know!why.!!!
!
The!purposes!of!this!study!are:!!

1. To!determine!how!much!active!play,!sport,!and!walking!and!biking!children!
do.!

2. To!determine!where!children!get!their!physically!active.!!Several!locations!
will!be!looked!at.!!These!include!homes,!streets,!playgrounds,!fields,!forests,!
schools,!and!arenas.!

3. To!determine!how!families,!friends,!and!neighbourhoods!affect!physical!
activity.!

4. To!determine!how!physical!activity!affects!health.!!!
%
%
What%will%happen%during%the%study?!
!
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You!and!your!parent!will!come!to!Queen’s!University!for!two!visits.!!The!visits!will!
be!8!to!11!days!apart.!Each!visit!will!last!about!45!minutes.!!Your!physical!activity!
will!be!measured!for!7!days!between!the!two!visits.!
!
At!the!first!visit!we!will!explain!the!study!to!you.!!We!will!answer!any!questions!you!
have.!We!will!measure!how!tall!you!are!and!how!much!you!weigh.!!We!will!measure!
your!belt!size.!!We!will!measure!your!heart!rate!and!blood!pressure!using!a!small!
machine.!These!measures!should!not!cause!any!pain!or!discomfort.!!
!
At!the!end!of!the!first!visit!we!will!give!you!two!small!electronic!devices.!You!will!
wear!them!for!7!days.!!They!will!measure!your!physical!activity.!The!first!device!will!
measure!how!much!physical!activity!you!get.!!You!will!wear!it!around!your!waist!on!
a!belt.!!The!second!device!looks!like!a!watch.!It!will!record!your!location!on!a!map!
about!every!30!seconds.!It!will!tell!us!where!you!got!your!physical!activity.!!!
!
On!the!7!days!your!physical!activity!is!measured!you!should!write!when!you!remove!
the!electronic!devices.!!You!should!also!write!down!times!you!go!to!bed!and!wake!
up.!!We!will!give!you!a!diary!to!write!this!down.!!!
!
On!the!second!visit!to!Queen’s!University!you!will!return!the!two!electronic!devices.!
You!will!also!answer!some!questions!on!a!computer.!!This!will!take!about!25!
minutes.!The!questions!will!ask!about!things!you!do!in!your!free!time.!!The!
questions!will!also!ask!about!your!health.!
%
Are%there%any%risks%to%participating%in%the%study?%
)

Participating!should!not!cause!any!harm.!You!do!not!have!to!answer!questions!that!
make!you!uncomfortable.!!
!
Are%there%any%benefits%to%participating%in%the%study?!
!
The!research!will!not!benefit!you!directly.!!We!hope!to!learn!more!about!physical!
activity!in!children.!We!hope!this!will!help!to!us!think!of!ways!to!get!children!to!be!
more!active.!!!
!
Payment%for%participating%
!
You!will!be!given!up!to!$40.!!You!will!receive!$10!at!the!end!of!the!first!visit.!!You!
will!be!given!$20!at!the!start!of!the!2nd!visit!if!you!return!the!electronic!devices!in!
good!condition.!You!will!be!given!$10!at!the!end!of!the!2nd!visit.!!If!you!drop!out!of!
study,!you!can!keep!the!money!you!have!already!received.!!!!!

!
Confidentiality%and%privacy%
!
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We!will!make!every!effort!to!keep!the!information!we!obtain!from!you!private.!!
When!we!show!the!research!findings!we!will!not!include!private!information!about!
you.!!The!information!we!obtain!about!you!will!be!protected!on!our!computers.!
!
Legally%required%disclosure%
!
Although!we!will!protect!your!privacy,!if!the!police!request!information!we!may!be!
required!to!give!it!to!them.!
)

What%if%I%change%my%mind%about%being%in%the%study?!
!
All!parts!of!a!research!study!are!voluntary.!!You!can!drop!out!of!the!study!at!any!
time!before!it!is!done.!!There!will!be!no!penalties!if!you!drop!out.!!Also,!any!
information!you!gave!us!will!be!destroyed!if!you!choose.!!!
%
Questions%about%the%study!
!
Questions!can!be!asked!to!Dr.!Ian!Janssen.!!His!contact!information!is!shown!at!the!
top!of!this!letter.!Ethical!concerns!can!be!asked!to!the!Chair!of!the!General!Research!
Ethics!Board!at!chair.GREB@queensu.ca!or!613H533H6081.!
!
This!study!has!been!granted!clearance!according!to!the!recommended!principles!of!
Canadian!ethics!guidelines,!and!Queen's!policies.!
!
!

!
!!!

) )
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Physical)Activity)Levels)in)Kingston)Children)
%

CONSENT%FORM%FOR%CHILD%–%Participant’s%Copy%
%

I! have! read!and!understood! the! attached! information! sheet!or!had! it! explained! to!
me.!I!know!that!there!may!be!no!direct!benefit!to!me!for!participating.!I!know!that!it!
is!my!choice! to!participate.! I!have!been!told!about! the!study.! ! I!have!had!all!of!my!
questions! answered.! I! know! that! any! information! collected! about!me!will! be! kept!
private.! !No!one!will!know!that! I!participated! in! the!study!except! for! the!research!
team.!I!know!I!am!free!to!drop!out!of!the!study!at!any!time.!!If!I!drop!out!it!will!not!
affect!me!or!my!family.!I!also!know!that!I!do!not!have!to!answer!questions!that!make!
me!feel!uncomfortable.!I!have!received!a!copy!of!the!information!sheet!and!consent!
form.!I!agree!to!participate!in!the!study.!
!
Your!full!name!(Printed)!___________________________________!
!
Your!signature:!__________________________________________!
!
Date:!__________________________________________________!
!
!
Would!you!be!willing!to!be!contacted!about!a!potential!followHup!study,!
understanding!that!you!can!always!decline!the!request?!
!
� Yes!
� No!
! !
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Participant%ID:%%!!!!)

)

Physical)Activity)Levels)in)Kingston)Children)
%

CONSENT%FORM%FOR%CHILD%–%Research%Team’s%Copy%
%

I! have! read!and!understood! the! attached! information! sheet!or!had! it! explained! to!
me.!I!know!that!there!may!be!no!direct!benefit!to!me!for!participating.!I!know!that!it!
is!my!choice! to!participate.! I!have!been!told!about! the!study.! ! I!have!had!all!of!my!
questions! answered.! I! know! that! any! information! collected! about!me!will! be! kept!
private.! !No!one!will!know!that! I!participated! in! the!study!except! for! the!research!
team.!I!know!I!am!free!to!drop!out!of!the!study!at!any!time.!!If!I!drop!out!it!will!not!
affect!me!or!my!family.!I!also!know!that!I!do!not!have!to!answer!questions!that!make!
me!feel!uncomfortable.!I!have!received!a!copy!of!the!information!sheet!and!consent!
form.!I!agree!to!participate!in!the!study.!
!
Your!full!name!(Printed)!___________________________________!
!
Your!signature:!__________________________________________!
!
Date:!__________________________________________________!
!
!
Would!you!be!willing!to!be!contacted!about!a!potential!followHup!study,!
understanding!that!you!can!always!decline!the!request?!
!
� Yes!
�!No!
!
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Appendix C 

Ethics Letter of Approval for this Thesis 
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Appendix D 

Actical Monitor and Activity Log Instructions 
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%
Instructions%for%Activity%Monitor,%Location%Monitor,%and%Sleep%&%Activity%Log%

%
This!study!will!measure!your!physical!activity!patterns!over!one!week.!!In!order!to!do!this,!we!want!

you!to!wear!an!Activity!Monitor!and!a!Location!Monitor!for!the!next!7!days.!!We!are!interested!in!

measuring!your!normal!activity!level.!!Please!do!not!change!your!normal!physical!activity!levels!

during!the!study.!
%
%%%%%%% %%%%%%% % % Picture%of%the%Activity%Monitor% % % %
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Information%and%Instructions%for%the%Activity%Monitor%and%Sleep%&%Activity%Log%
!

An!Activity!Monitor!is!a!small!electronic!device!that!records!all!daily!activities!as!electronic!signals.!

It!does!not!need!to!be!turned!on!or!off.!!You!do!not!need!to!change!the!batteries!or!recharge!this!
device.!!Please!start!wearing!the!Activity!Monitor!as!soon!as!your!visit!to!the!laboratory!is!over.!!We!

want!you!to!keep!wearing!it!for!the!7!days!and!nights!following!your!visit.!!!

!

The!Activity!Monitor!should!be!worn!as!shown!in!the!picture!to!the!right.!!You!

should!wear!it!around!your!waist!using!the!elastic!belt!we!give!you.!!It!should!be!

worn!above!your!right!hip.!!The!Active!Monitor!should!be!positioned!so!that!
“RESPIRONICS”!is!at!the!top!and!“Actical”!is!at!the!bottom.!!It!should!be!located!half!

way!between!your!stomach!and!back.!!You!can!wear!it!underneath!or!above!your!

clothes.!

!

It!is!very!important!that!you!wear!the!Activity!Monitor!as!much!as!possible.!You!

should!take!it!off!when!you!are!having!a!bath!or!shower!or!when!swimming!since!

the!Activity!Monitor!is!not!waterproof.!!If!there!are!times!that!you!need!to!take!the!
Activity!Monitor!off,!other!than!when!having!a!bath!or!shower,!we!would!like!you!to!
record!this!on!the!Activity!Monitor!and!Location!Monitor!Diary.!!This!should!be!
recorded!in!the!PINK!columns!of!the!diary.!

!

We!would!also!like!you!to!keep!the!Activity!Monitor!on!at!night!when!you!go!to!bed.!!

The!Activity!Monitor!will!measure!how!much!you!move!when!you!are!sleeping.!!We!
would!like!you!to!record!what!time!you!wake!up!in!the!morning!and!what!time!you!go!
to!bed!at!night!on!the!Sleep,!Organized!Sports,!and!Outside!Chores!Diary.!This!should!be!recorded!in!
the!YELLOW!columns!of!the!diary.!

!

If!you!participate!in!organized!sports!or!programs!during!the!study!(eg,!hockey,!soccer,!karate,!dance!
class),!we!would!like!you!to!record!these!sports!and!the!times!you!participated!in!the!Sleep,!Organized!
Sport,!and!Outside!Chores!Diary.!This!should!be!done!in!the!GREEN!columns!of!the!diary.!!Finally,!if!
you!do!any!chores!or!work!outdoors!during!the!study!(eg,!shovel!snow,!farming,!cut!grass),!we!would!
like!you!to!record!what!time!you!did!this!work!in!the!BLUE!columns!of!the!diary.!!

 

 

 

!

!
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Appendix E 

Activity Log 
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%

% %

%

%
Day%

What%
time%did%
you%get%
out%of%
bed%in%
the%

morning
?%

What%
time%did%
you%go%to%
sleep%at%
night?%

If%you%participated%in%
organized%sports%or%

programs,%what%time%did%
they%start%and%stop?%

What%organized%
sports%or%programs%
did%you%participate%

in?%

If%you%worked%or%did%
chores%outside,%what%
time%did%they%start%and%

stop?%

Time%Start% Time%Stop% Time%Start% Time%Stop%

%

Example%

%

7:30%am%

%

9:30%pm%
4:00%pm% 4:30%pm% karate% 7:50%am% 8:10%am%

6:30%pm% 7:30%pm% soccer% % %

% % % % %
%

Day%1%

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

%

Day%2%

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

%

Day%3%

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

%

Day%4%

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

%

Day%5%

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

%

Day%6%

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

Day%7%

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !
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%

%
%
Day%

If%you%took%the%Activity%Monitor%
off,%what%time%did%you%take%it%

off%and%put%it%back%on?%

What%were%you%
doing%when%the%
Activity%Monitor%

was%off?%Time%Off% Time%Back%On%
%

Example%%
4:00%pm% 4:30%pm% karate%

6:30%pm% 7:30%pm% soccer%

% % %
%

Day%1%

! ! !

! ! !

! ! !

%

Day%2%

! ! !

! ! !

! ! !

%

Day%3%

! ! !

! ! !

! ! !

%

Day%4%

! ! !

! ! !

! ! !

%

Day%5%

! ! !

! ! !

! ! !

%

Day%6%

! ! !

! ! !

! ! !

Day%7%

! ! !

! ! !

! ! !
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Appendix F 

Day Camp Data Collection Form 
 

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
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%

March%Break%Day%Camp%Questionnaire%
%
%
%

%
1. Did%you%child%attend%a%day%camp%during%their%time%in%this%study?%

Yes! !!!!! No! [If!you!answered!“No”,!you!are!done!the!questionnaire]! !
!□!! ! □%
!%

2. What%is%the%name%of%the%day%camp%your%child%attended?%

___________________________________________________________________!
!

3. What%days%did%your%child%attend%the%day%camp?%%!(Please!check!all!that!apply)!%
%
Monday! !!!!Tuesday! ! Wednesday! !!!!! Thursday! !!!!!!!!Friday%
!!!!!□! ! !!!!!!!□! ! !!!!!!! !!!!!□! !!!!!!! ! □!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !! □!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

%

4. What%time%did%your%child%typically%start%and%end%the%day%camp%each%day?%

Start!time:!!!:!!!am!or!pm! ! !
End!time:!!!!:!!!am!or!pm!
!
%
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Appendix G 

Relevant Questions from Child Survey 
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Participant%ID%
Enter!4!digit!Participant!ID!

! !

How%often%do%you%eat%in%a%fast%food%restaurant%(eg,%McDonald's,%Burger%King,%
Wendy's)?%
! Never!

! Rarely!(less!than!once!a!month)!

! About!once!a!month!

! 2H3!times!a!month!

! Once!a!week!

! 2!or!3!times!a!week!

! 4!times!a!week!or!more!

!
How%many%days%of%the%week%do%you....%(Please%mark%one%box%for%each%line)%
! 0!

days!

1!

day!

2!

days!

3!

days!

4!

days!

5!

days!

6!

days!

7!

days!

Snack!while!watching!TV!

(including!videos,!DVDs,!

YouTube)?!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Snack!while!working!or!playing!

on!a!computer!or!games!console?!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Have!an!evening!meal!together!

with!your!mother!or!father!(or!

other!adult!family!member)!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!
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Appendix H 

Relevant Questions from Parent Survey 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

%
%
%
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Participant%ID%
Enter!4!digit!Participant!ID!

! !

You%should%answer%the%questions%based%on%your%child%who%is%participating%in%
this%study.%Choose%the%answers%that%best%describe%you%and%your%child.%There%
are%no%right%or%wrong%answers.%
%
%
How%would%you%describe%your%child's%race?%Please%select%all%races%that%are%
relevant.%
! White!or!Caucasian!

! Hispanic!or!Latin!American!(eg,!Mexican,!Puerto!Rican,!Brazilian)!

! Black!or!African!American!(eg,!Kenyan,!Jamaican,!Somalian)!

! Aboriginal!or!Native!(eg,!First!Nations,!Metis,!Inuit)!

! Asian!(eg,!Chinese,!East!Indian,!Japanese,!Vietnamese)!

! Arabic!/!Middle!Eastern!(eg,!Saudia!Arabian,!Israeli,!Iranian)!

! Other!race!not!listed!above!

! Prefer!not!to!say!

%
%
Does%a%physical%condition%or%health%problem%reduce%the%amount%or%kind%of%
physical%activity%or%exercise%your%child%can%do?%
! No!

! Yes,!sometimes!

! Yes,!often!

%
%
What%is%your%marital%status?%
! Married!

! Living!commonHlaw!

! Separated!or!divorced!

! Widowed!

! Single!and!never!married!

! Prefer!not!to!say!

%
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What%is%the%highest%grade%or%level%of%education%you%have%completed?%
! No!schooling!

! Elementary!(Grades!1H8)!

! High!School!(Grades!9H12)!

! Community!College!or!Technical!College!or!2Hyear!College!

! University!or!4Hyear!College!

! Graduate!University!(eg,!master's,!doctorate,!medicine,!law!school)!

! Prefer!not!to!say!

%
%
During%the%past%12%months,%what%was%your%household%income%from%wages%and%
salaries%(before%taxes%and%deductions)?%
! Less!than!$25,000!

! $25,000!to!$50,000!

! $50,001!to!$75,000!

! $75,001!to!$100,000!

! More!than!$100,000!

! Prefer!not!to!say!

!
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Appendix I 

Sleep Time Cleaning Protocol 
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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Data%Cleaning%Guidelines:%Sleep%Times%
!
!
Before!You!Start:!Things!to!Keep!in!Mind!
Sleep!time!refers!to!the!duration!someone!sleeps!at!night.!!In!the!Active!Play!Study!

participants!wore!their!accelerometer!during!both!waking!hours!and!sleep!time,!and!it!is!

important!that!we!accurately!distinguish!between!the!two!before!we!process!the!

accelerometer!data.!!!To!help!us!with!this,!participants!were!asked!to!record!the!time!that!
they!went!to!bed!each!night!and!the!time!they!got!up!in!the!morning.!!The!objective!of!the!

data!cleaning!outlined!in!this!protocol!is!to!correct!errors!in!the!recorded!sleep!times!(e.g.,!

the!participant!recorded!that!they!went!to!bed!at!9:30!p.m.!but!they!actually!went!to!bed!at!
10:00!p.m.).!

Sleep!time!is!recognizable!in!the!Actical!accelerometer!data!by!a!period!of!several!hours!of!

little!or!no!movement!with!accelerometer!counts!at!or!close!to!zero.!!Because!people!move!

when!they!sleep!(e.g.,!roll!over!in!bed),!there!will!be!brief!bursts!of!lower!intensity!
movement!during!sleep!time!that!are!intermixed!within!long!periods!with!no!movement.!!

Sleep!time!is!generally!preceded!and!followed!by!at!least!a!few!minutes!of!movement.!!For!

example,!getting!ready!for!bed!(e.g.,!brushing!teeth,!going!to!the!bathroom,!walking!to!

bedroom,!changing!clothes)!will!be!recorded!as!light!intensity!movement!by!the!
accelerometer.!!In!combination!with!the!sleep!diaries,!this!predictable!movement!pattern!

will!help!us!determine!exact!sleeping!times!for!study!participants.!

When!you!work!on!the!time!verification!and!correction,!commit!to!verify!and!correct!full!

days!of!all!recorded!sleep!times,!organized!sport!times,!and!nonHwear!times!of!a!participant.!
Do!Not!stop!in!the!middle!of!a!day!of!a!participant.!

%
Sleep%Time%Verification%
%
1. Enter%your%name%on%the%sleep%time%tracking%sheet%pinned!on!the!bulletin!board!in!

Room!501G!every!time!after!you!start!verifying!the!sleep!time!for!a!new!participant.!!

Select!the!next!participant!on!the!tracking!sheet!that!has!not!been!started!by!another!
researcher.!!Write!down!your!name!in!the!“Researcher!Name”!column!on!the!tracking!

sheet.!!%
!

2. Obtain%the%photocopied%Sleep%and%Activity%Diary!of!the!Participant!ID!you!wish!to!
verify!sleep!time!for.!The!photocopied!Sleep!and!Activity!diaries!are!located!in!the!

middle!filing!cabinets!in!Room!501G.!Sleep!times!include!getHup!times!and!bed!times.!

!

3. Ensure%that%you%have%a%coloured%pen!to!make!changes!on!the!photocopied!diary.!!All!
edits!should!be!made!on!the!photocopy!and!not!on!the!original!diary!used!by!the!

participant.!

!
4. Open%the%Actical%software%and%Actical%accelerometer%file.%%!

a) Open!the!Actical!3.10!software.!
b) Click!File,!then!click!Open…!
c) Select!and!open!the!.AWC!file!of!the!participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!!These!files!can!

be!found!in!the!following!directory:!!Epi?Server%! %EPI%lab!!%Actical.%For!example,!
for!participant!147,!open!the!0147.AWC!file!in!the!Epi?Server%! %EPI%lab%! %Actical!
directory.!!!

d) Click!Tools,!then!click!Actogram!
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" A!new!screen!containing!several!activity!graphs!will!appear!

e) At!the!top!of!the!screen!above!the!activity!graphs,!ensure!the!Identity!is!the!
participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!

f) Adjust!the!Scale!value!on!the!left!hand!side!of!the!actogram!to!1500.!
" This!will!change!the!scale!on!each!yHaxis!to!show!a!maximum!value!of!1500,!

making!it!easier!to!observe!lowHintensity!movements!around!the!wakeHup!
and!sleep!times!

!

5. Determine%the%correct%Day%1%date!of%the%participant%you%are%verifying.!
a) Open!the!Database!Access!file!located!in!the!Epi?Server%! %EPI%lab!!!Database!

folder.!

b) Double!click!and!open!the!Visit!#1!table!
c) In!column!two,!search!for!the!Date!of!Visit!of!the!participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!

This%date%+%1!will!be!the!Day!1!date.!
!

6. Verify%Get?up%Time:!
a) On!the!actogram,!double!click!on!the!activity!graph!corresponding!to!the!Day!1!date.!

You!will!now!see!an!Expanded%Actogram!for!Day!1.!An!example!actogram!is!shown!
below!in!Figure!1.!

b) Ensure!the!date!on!the!Expanded!Actogram!is!the!Day!1!date%(see!A%on!Figure!1).!
c) Adjust!the!Display!Center!time!using!the!left!and!right!arrows!(see!B%on!Figure!1)!to!

match!the!getHup!time!recorded!for!Day!1!on!the!photocopied!diary!(i.e.,!A!on!Figure!
1!matches!C%on!Figure!2).!!
%
%
Figure%1.%

!
!
%
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

%
%
%
%
%
%

A%

B%
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Figure%2.%
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

d) Check!to!see!if!the!getHup!time!that!was!recorded!in!the!diary!is!accurate!to!within!one!
minute!of!the!time!registered!on!the!Actical!accelerometer.!In!general,!you!are!looking!
for!the!start!point!of!continual%movements!that!occurs!around!the!getHup!time!that!
was!recorded!on!the!diary.!!These!continual!movement!will!indicate!that!the!participant!

got!up!and!started!their!day.!!
Keep!in!mind!that!the!pattern!of!movements!that!occurred!during!the!sleep!period!

can!help!to!determine!whether!the!low!intensity!movements!observed!close!to!the!

recorded!getHup!times!are!part!of!the!sleep!period!or!indicate!the!participant!has!gotten!

up.!!Also,!it!may!be!useful!to!consider!the!getHup!times!recorded!for!the!rest!of!the!week.!!
Children!often!have!very!similar!getHup!times!on!school!days!and!on!the!weekend.!!!

e) You!are!asked!to!determine%a%reasonable%get?up%time%for%Day%8%(the!day!following!
the!last!day!of!study!participation)!based!on!your!experience!for!the!participant!you!are!

verifying!times!for.!!
f) If!there!is!any!day!when!the!participant!clearly!did%not%wear%the%activity%monitor%to%

sleep,!there!are!2!options!for!this!step.!!!
Option!1!T!you!will!not!change!the!recorded!getHup!time!if!this!time!is!within!the!nonH
wear!period,!as!there!is!no!evidence!suggesting!the!recorded!getHup!time!is!wrong.!%
Additionally,%if!the!period!from!the!recorded!getHup!time!to!the!time!when!the!first!
movement!is!seen!on!the!Actogram!is!no!longer!than!20!minutes,!please!indicate!this!

period!in!the!nonHwear!period!section.!For!example,!if!the!recorded!getHup!time!is!6:30!
a.m.,!and!the!first!movement!is!observed!at!6:45!a.m.,!make!sure!that!you!write!down!

6:30!a.m.!to!6:45!a.m.!as!a!nonHwear!period.!If!this!period!is!greater!than!20!minutes,!

you!do!not!need!to!indicate!it!on!the!nonHwear!period!section.!

Option!2!T!if!the!recorded!getHup!time!is!outside!the!nonHwear!period,!please!change!the!
getHup!time!to!the!point!where!first!movement!is!seen.!For!example,!if!the!data!shows!

that!the!participant!did!not!put!the!activity!monitor!back!on!until!6:30!a.m.,!but!the!

participant!indicated!the!getHup!time!for!that!morning!was!6:45!a.m.,!please!change!the!

getHup!time!to!6:30!a.m.,!as!the!participant!has!to!be!awake!to!put!the!monitor!back!on.!
!

C%
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D%

Three)illustrative)examples)for)verifying)get<up)times)can)be)found)in)Examples)1<3)

on)pages)7<8.)

)

g) There!are!2!options!for!this!step.!!Option!1!H!If!you!determine!that!the!recorded!getHup!
time!was!accurate!to!the!nearest!minute,!place!a!checkmark!beside!the!getHup!time!on!

the!photocopied!diary.!!Option!2!H!If!you!determine!that!the!recorded!getHup!time!is!
different!from!what!is!recorded!on!the!diary,!use!a!coloured!pen!to!write!the!corrected!

time!underneath!the!original!time!on!the!photocopied!diary.!!Please!always!write!down!

the!words!Day!8!in!the!white!space!at!the!bottom!of!the!diary!and!aligned!with!the!
Column!for!days.!Then!put!down!the!Day!8!getHup!time!you!determined!beside!it.!
!

Note:))if)you)are)not)sure)of)the)times)you)have)corrected,)make)a)note)of)this)in)the)

“Issues)occurred?”)column)of)the)tracking)sheet.))Please)get)a)second)opinion)

(ideally)from)Chao,)Mike,)or)Emily))on)this)issue.))The)data)should)not)be)entered)

into)database)(Step)10))until)the)issue)has)been)resolved.)))

)

7. Verify%Bed%Time:%%
%
Figure%3.%

%
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Figure 4. 
 

 
 
a) Adjust!the!Display!Center!time!using!the!right!arrow!to!match!the!bed!time!recorded!for!

Day!1!on!the!photocopied!diary!(i.e.!D!on!Figure!3!matches!E!on!Figure!4).!!
b) Check!to!see!if!the!bed!time!that!was!recorded!in!the!diary!is!accurate!to!within!one!

minute!of!the!time!registered!on!the!Actical!accelerometer.!Please!keep!in!mind!that!we!

cannot!determine!the!exact!time!when!the!participant!fell!asleep,!so!we!are!looking!for!
the!time!they!turned!off!the!lights!to!go!to!sleep.!Thus,!if!there!is!some!lowHintensity!

movement!after!the!recorded!bed!time,!we!would!consider!the!recorded!bed!time!as!

accurate.!Such!lowHintensity!movements!might!indicate!that!the!participant!was!trying!

to!fall!asleep!(eg,!tossing!and!turning!in!bed).!However,!if!there!is!any!movement!or!
epoch!after!the!recorded!bed!time!above!375!counts!on!the!yHaxis!of!the!actogram,!this!

would!typically!indicate!that!the!participant!was!still!out!of!bed!doing!some!moderate!

intensity!movements.!During!this!step!it!may!be!useful!to!consider!the!bed!times!
recorded!for!the!rest!of!the!days.!!Children!often!have!the!same!bedtime!on!school!

nights,!for!example.!

c) If!there!is!any!day!when!the!participant!clearly!did%not%wear%the%activity%monitor%to%
sleep,!there!are!2!options!for!this!step.!!!
Option!1!T!you!will!not!change!the!recorded!bed!time!if!this!time!is!within!the!nonHwear!
period,!as!there!is!no!evidence!suggesting!the!recorded!bed!time!is!wrong.!%
Additionally,%if!the!period!from!the!time!when!the!last!movement!is!seen!on!the!
Actogram!to!the!recorded!bed!time!is!no!longer!than!20!minutes,!please!indicate!this!
period!in!the!nonHwear!period!section.!For!example,!if!the!last!movement!is!observed!at!

9:45!p.m.,!and!the!recorded!bed!time!is!10!p.m.,!make!sure!that!you!write!down!9:45!

p.m.!to!10!p.m.!as!a!nonHwear!period.!If!this!period!is!greater!than!20!minutes,!you!do!

not!need!to!indicate!it!on!the!nonHwear!period!section.!
Option!2!T!if!the!recorded!bed!time!is!outside!the!nonHwear!period,!please!change!the!
bed!time!to!the!point!where!last!movement!is!seen.!For!example,!if!the!data!shows!that!

E%
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the!participant!did!not!take!off!the!activity!monitor!until!10!p.m.,!but!the!participant!

indicated!the!bed!time!for!that!night!was!9:45!p.m.,!please!change!the!getHup!time!to!10!
p.m.,!as!the!participant!has!to!be!awake!to!take!off!the!activity!monitor.!

!

Three)illustrative)examples)for)verifying)bed)times)can)be)found)in)Examples)4<8)on)

pages)8<9.)

!

d) There!are!2!options!for!this!step.!!Option!1!H!If!you!determined!that!the!recorded!sleep!
time!was!accurate,!place!a!checkmark!beside!the!sleep!time!on!the!photocopied!diary.!!

Option!2!H!If!you!determine!that!the!recorded!sleep!time!is!different!from!what!was!
recorded!on!the!diary,!use!a!coloured!pen!to!write!the!corrected!time!underneath!the!

original!time!on!the!photocopied!diary.!!!

!

Note:))if)you)are)not)sure)of)the)times)you)have)corrected,)make)a)note)of)this)in)the)

“Issues)occurred?”)column)of)the)tracking)sheet.))Please)get)a)second)opinion)

(ideally)from)Chao,)Mike,)or)Emily))on)this)issue.))The)data)should)not)be)entered)

into)database)(Step)10))until)the)issue)has)been)resolved.)))

!

8. Repeat%the%Sleep%Time%Data%Verification%Process.%%The!processes!that!were!explained!in!
Steps!6!and!7!for!Day!1!should!be!repeated!for!Day!2!through!Day!7!for!the!same!participant!

ID.%
%

9. Indicate%that%all%Sleep%Times%has%been%verified%and%corrected%on%the%data%cleaning%
tracking%sheet%pinned!on!the!bulletin!board!in!Room!501G.!Every!time!you!have!completed!
all!the!sleep!time,!organized!sports!time,!and!nonHwear!time!verification!and!correction!for!
a!same!day!of!a!participant’s,!put!a!check!mark!in!the!corresponding!day!in!the!“All!7!days!

verified!&!corrected?”!column.!The)next)time)you)start)working)on)the)data)verification)

you)should)pick<up)where)you)left)off)with)this)participant.!

10. Enter%Corrected%Sleep%Time%Information%into%Database%%
a. All!of!the!sleep!time!information!for!all!7!days!plus!the!Day!8!getHup!time!for!the!

participant!ID,!including!data!on!the!diary!that!was!accurate!and!data!that!was!

corrected,!should!be!entered!in!the!electronic!study!database.!!!This!should!be!
entered!in!the!“Sleep!and!Activity!Diary!Day![1T7]!–!Cleaned”!table!in!the!Database<
Cleaned!Access!file!located!in!the!Epi?Server%!%EPI%Lab!%Database!folder.!

b. Enter!your!name!in!the!Researcher!Name!column!beside!the!participant!ID!in!the!
Database!–!Cleaned!Access!file.!

!

11. Indicate% that% all% verified% and% corrected% data% on% the% data% cleaning% tracking% sheet%
pinned!on! the!bulletin!board! in!Room!501G.!Every! time!you!have!entered!all! the!verified!

and!corrected!sleep!times,!organized!sports!times,!and!nonHwear!times!for!a!same!day!of!a!
participant,! put! a! check! mark! in! the! corresponding! day! in! the! “All! data! entered! into!

database?”!column.!The)next)time)you)start)working)on)the)data)entry)you)should)pick<

up)where)you)left)off)with)this)participant.)!

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Data%Cleaning%Guidelines:%Organized%Sport%Times%

!

Before!You!Start:!Things!to!Keep!in!Mind!
Organized! sports! are! usually! strictly! scheduled,! hence! the! name! “organized”! sports.! Start!

and! end! times! are! usually! set! to! the!hour,! or! ten! or! fifteen!minutes! of! the!hour! (ie.! 9:00,!

9:10,!9:15,!9:20,!9:30,!9:40,!9:45,!9:50)!due! to! coaching/referee/field/rink!booking! times.!
Therefore,!if!a!participant!recorded!that!they!have!a!soccer!game!every!other!day!from!6:00!

–!7:00!pm,!it! is! likely!that!they!start!exactly!at!6:00!and!end!exactly!at!7:00,!give!or!take!a!

few!minutes.!This!is!unless!it!is!very!clear!that!they!deviated!from!this!time,!potentially!due!

to!factors!such!as!weather!conditions,!coach/ref!arrival!times,!or!overtime.!For%this%reason,%
it% is% unlikely% that% many% of% the% organized% sport% times% will% change% throughout% the%
verification% process.% Only% obvious% oversights% and% abnormalities% will% need% to% be%
corrected.!
When! verifying! organized! sport! times,! keep! in!mind! the! nature! of! the! activity! and! think!
about!how!that!activity’s!movement!would!be!picked!up!by!the!accelerometer.!For!example,!

a!basketball!game!usually! involves!high! intensity!stop!and!go!movement,!so! there!may!be!

clusters! of! high! intensity! movement! separated! by! shorter! periods! of! lower! intensity!

movement/no!movement.!On! the! other! hand,! a! hockey! game!usually! involves! continuous!
skating.!Since!the!accelerometers!tend!to!record!skating!as!lower!intensity!movement,!you!

might!see!continuous!low!intensity!movement!for!that!game!time!period.!!

!
Organized!Sport!Time!Verification!

1. Ensure%that%the%Sleep)Time)Verification%has!been!done!for!the!participant!in!question!
before!proceeding!to!step!2.!

!
2. Obtain% the% photocopied% Sleep% and% Activity% Diary! of! the!Participant! ID!you!wish! to!

verify!nonHwear!times!for.!The!photocopied!Sleep!and!Activity!Diaries!are!located!in!the!

middle!filing!cabinets!within!room!501G.!!

!
3. Ensure%that%you%have%a%coloured%pen!to!make!changes!on!the!photocopied!diary.!All!

edits! should! be! made! on! the! photocopy! and! not! on! the! original! diary! used! by! the!

participant.!

!
4. Open%the%Actical%3.10%software%on%the%desktop.!

g) Click!File,!then!click!Open…!
h) Select!and!open!the!.AWC!file!of!the!participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!
i) Click!Tools,!then!click!Actogram!

" A!new!screen!containing!several!activity!graphs!will!appear!

j) At! the! top! of! the! screen! above! the! activity! graphs,! ensure! the! Identity! is! the!
participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!

k) Adjust!the!Scale!value!on!the!left!hand!side!of!the!actogram!to!1500.!
" This!will!change!the!scale!on!each!yHaxis!to!show!a!maximum!value!of!1500,!

making!it!easier!to!observe!lowHintensity!movements!!

!
5. Determine%the%correct%Day%1%date)of!the!participant!you!are!verifying.!

d) Open!the!Database!Access!file!located!in!the!Epi?Server!!!EPI%Lab!!Database!
folder.!

e) Double!click!and!open!the!Visit!#1!table!
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f) In!column!two,!search!for!the!Date!of!Visit!of!the!participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!
This%date%+%1!will!be!the!Day!1!date!
!

6. Verify%organized%sport%start%time:!
a. Identify!the!first!day!that!organized!sport!time!was!recorded.!!This!information!

will! be! written! in! the! the! green! columns! –! “if! you! participated! in! organized!
sports!or!programs,!what!time!did!they!start!or!stop?”!

b. Using! the!Day!1! date! as! reference,! refer! to! the!Actogram!and!double! click! the!

activity!graph!corresponding!to!that!date.!You!will!see!an!Expanded%Actogram.!
An!example!Actogram!is!shown!in!Figure!1!below.!

c. Ensure! the! date! on! the! Expanded! Actogram! is! the! correct! date! of! the! activity%
(See!A!on!Figure!1!below).!

d. Adjust!the!Display!Center!(see!B!on!Figure!1!below)!to!match!the!first!recorded!
organized! sport! start! time,! and! adjust! the! Display! Width! (see! C! on! Figure! 1!
below)!so!that!the!time!range!on!the!xHaxis!is!1!hour.!!

a. There!are!2!possible!outcomes!at!this!point:!

i. If! movement! is! present! on! the! Actogram! for! the! duration! of! the!
recorded!activity,!then!we!will!assume!what!the!participant!recorded!on!

the!log!is!correct.!Indicate!these!activity!times!have!been!verified!and!are!

correct,! by! placing! a! check! mark! beside! the! start! time! on! the!

photocopied! log.! If!there!is!movement,!it!is!unlikely!this!time!will!need!to!
be!changed!as!we!cannot!be!sure!that!what!we!are!seeing!on!the!Actogram!
is,!or!is!not,!organized!sport.!!

i. If!movement!is!missing%on!the!Actogram!for!the!duration!of!recorded!
sport!time!(there!are!a!series!of!consecutive!zero!counts),!the!participant!
may!have!removed!the!device.!Refer!to!the!pink!columns!of!the!log!(“If!

you!took!the!activity!monitor!off,!what!time!did!you!take!it!off!and!put!it!

back!on!at?”)!to!ensure!the!nonHwear!time!is!documented!there.!If!it!is!

not,!write!it!in.!Remember!that!organized!sports!are!not!composed!
entirely!of!vigorous!activity,!and!that!some!sedentary!activity!might!be!
registered!by!the!Actical.!If!this!is!the!case,!do!not!indicate!this!in!the!nonT
wear!column.!We!only!want!to!record!times!where!it!is!obvious!the!device!
has!been!removed!(20+!minutes!of!zero!counts).!!

 
Figure%1.!

!
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7. Verify%Organized%Sport%end%time:!
a. Using! the! same! organized! sport! period! that! was! used! in! Step! 6,! scroll!

forward!in!time!using!the!Display!Centre!tool,!until!you!reach!the!end!time!of!
the!sport!period.!There!will!be!two!options:!

i. If! movement! is! present! around! this! end! time,! we! will! assume! the!
recorded!time!is!correct.!If!this!is!the!case,!indicate!that!the!end!time!
has!been!verified,!and!is!correct,!by!placing!a!check!mark!next!to!the!

recorded!end!time!on!the!photocopied!log.!

ii. In! certain! situations,! you!will! see! a! repeated! pattern! of!movement!
throughout! the! recorded! activity,! and! this! pattern! may! extend!
beyond!the!end!time.! In! this!case,! it!may!be!tempting!to!extend!the!

end!time!of!the!recorded!activity.!Keep!in!mind,!however,!that!these!

movements!may!be!attributable!to!things!like!playing!after!practice!–!

we!cannot!be!sure!that!the!participant!was!incorrect.! If!this!pattern!
extends!only!slightly!beyond!the!recorded!end!time,!then!assume!the!

end!time!is!correct!and!place!a!check!mark!beside!the!recorded!end!

time!on!the!photocopied!log.!If!this!pattern!of!movement!extends!far!
beyond!the!end!time!(i.e.,!an!hour!or!more)!then!more!investigation!

may! be! required.! If! this! is! the! case,! please! let! Emily,!Mike! or! Chao!

know!and!they!will!make!any!adjustments!needed.!!

!
Three)illustrative)examples)for)verifying)get<up)times)can)be)found)in)Examples)1<3)on)

pages)5<7.)

!

8. Repeat% Steps% 6?7% for% the% remaining% organized% times! recorded! in! the!diary.!Ensure!
each!start/end!time!has!been!verified!before!moving!onto!another!participant.!

!

!

Note:))if)you)are)not)sure)of)the)times)you)have)corrected,)make)a)note)of)this)in)the)

“Issues)occurred?”)column)of)the)tracking)sheet.))Please)get)a)second)opinion)

(ideally)from)Chao,)Mike,)or)Emily))on)this)issue.))The)data)should)not)be)entered)

into)database)(Step)9))until)the)issue)has)been)resolved.)))

!

!

9. Indicate% that%all%Organized%Sports%Times%has%been%verified%and%corrected%on% the%
data%cleaning% tracking%sheet%pinned!on!the!bulletin!board!in!Room!501G.!Every!time!
you! have! completed! all! the! sleep! time,! organized! sports! time,! and! nonHwear! time!

verification! and! correction! for! a! same! day! of! a! participant’s,! put! a! check!mark! in! the!

corresponding!day!in!the!“All!7!days!verified!&!corrected?”!column.!The)next)time)you)

start)working) on) the) data) verification) you) should) pick<up)where) you) left) off)with)

this)participant.)!

!

!

10. Enter%Corrected%Organized%Sport%Information%into%Database%!
a) All!of!the!organized!sports!time!information!for!all!7!days!for!the!participant!ID,!

including!data!on!the!diary!that!was!accurate!and!data!that!was!corrected,!

should!be!entered!in!the!electronic!study!database.!!!This!should!be!entered!in!
the!“Sleep!and!Activity!Diary!Day![1T7]!–!Cleaned”!table!in!the!Database<Cleaned!
Access!file!located!in!the!Epi?Server%!%EPI%Lab!%Database!folder.!
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b) Enter!your!name!in!the!Researcher!Name!column!beside!the!participant!ID!in!the!
Database!–!Cleaned!Access!file.!
!

!

11. Indicate% that% all% verified% and% corrected% data% on% the% data% cleaning% tracking% sheet%
pinned!on!the!bulletin!board!in!Room!501G.!Every!time!you!have!entered!all!the!verified!
and!corrected!sleep!times,!organized!sports!times,!and!nonHwear!times!for!a!same!day!of!

a! participant,! put! a! check!mark! in! the! corresponding!day! in! the! “All! data! entered! into!

database?”! column.!The) next) time) you) start) working) on) the) data) entry) you) should)

pick<up)where)you)left)off)with)this)participant.)!
!

!
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Data%Cleaning%Guidelines:%Non?Wear%Times%
 
!
Before!You!Start:!Things!to!Keep!in!Mind!

NonHwear! time! refers! to! a! period! of! time! where! the! participant! removed! and! was! not!

wearing! their! accelerometer.! ! This! could!have!been!done! for! a! variety!of! reasons! such! as!
when!participating! in!water!or! contact! sports,!or! for! comfort!or! looks.! ! In! the!Active!Play!

Study,!children!were!asked!to!wear!their!accelerometer!as!much!as!possible!and!to!record!

those!times!when!they!removed!their!accelerometer.!!The!objectives!of!the!data!cleaning!for!
the! recorded!nonHwear! times! are! to! correct! slight! errors! in! the! recorded!nonHwear! times!

(e.g.,! the! participant! recorded! that! they! removed! their! accelerometer! at! 9:30! but! they!

actually! removed! it! at! 9:35),! and! to! correct! obvious! instances! where! the! participant!

recorded!that!their!accelerometer!was!removed!when!it!was!clearly!not.!
NonHwear! time! is! recognizable! in! the! accelerometer! data! by! a! series! of! consecutive! zero!

counts! over! several! minutes.! ! However,! sometimes! brief! spurts! of! artefactual! movement!

will! be! recorded! during! nonHwear! periods.! ! Artefactual! movement! is! attributable! to!

extraneous!factors.! !For!example,! if! the!accelerometer!was!placed!on!a!table!and!the!table!
moved! or! vibrated! as! somebody! walked! by! it,! or! if! the! accelerometer! was! placed! in! a!

backpack!and!the!backpack!is!moved.!!As!a!general!rule!of!thumb,!artefactual!movement!will!

be! 2!minutes! or! less! in! duration! and! the! accelerometer! count! values! on! the! yHaxis! of! the!

Actogram!will!be!25!or!less!(i.e.,!25!counts!per!15!second!epoch).!!!
!

Non?Wear%Time%Verification%
1. Ensure%that%the%Sleep)Time)Verification%and%the%Organized)Sport)Time)Verification!

have!been!done!for!the!participant!in!question!before!proceeding!to!step!2.!

!

2. Obtain% the% photocopied% Sleep% and% Activity% Diary! of! the!Participant! ID!you!wish! to!
verify!nonHwear!times!for.!The!photocopied!Sleep!and!Activity!Diaries!are!located!in!the!
middle!filing!cabinets!within!room!501G.!!

!

3. Ensure%that%you%have%a%coloured%pen!to!make!changes!on!the!photocopied!diary.!All!
edits! should! be! made! on! the! photocopy! and! not! on! the! original! diary! used! by! the!
participant.!

!

4. Open%the%Actical%3.10%software%and%Actical%accelerometer%file.!
l) Click!File,!then!click!Open…!
m) Select!and!open!the!.AWC!file!of!the!participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!
n) Click!Tools,!then!click!Actogram!

" A!new!screen!containing!several!activity!graphs!will!appear!
o) At! the! top! of! the! screen! above! the! activity! graphs,! ensure! the! Identity! is! the!

participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!

p) Adjust!the!Scale!value!on!the!left!hand!side!of!the!actogram!to!1500.!
" This!will!change!the!scale!on!each!yHaxis!to!show!a!maximum!value!of!1500,!

making!it!easier!to!observe!lowHintensity!movements!!

!

5. Determine%the%correct%Day%1%date)of%the%participant%you%are%verifying.!
g) Open!the!Database!Access!file!located!in!the!Epi?Server%! %EPI%Lab!!!Database!

folder.!

h) Double!click!and!open!the!Visit!#1!table!
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i) In!column!two,!search!for!the!Date!of!Visit!of!the!participant!ID!you!are!verifying.!
This%date%+%1!will!be!the!Day!1!date.!

!

6. Verify%non?wear%start%time%to%nearest%minute:%
a. Identify!the!first!day!that!nonHwear!time!was!recorded.!!This!information!will!be!

written!in!the!pink!column!of!the!diary!under!the!header!“If!you!took!the!activity!
monitor!off,!what!time!did!you!take!it!off!and!put!it!back!on!at?”.!!

b. Using! the!Day! 1! date! as! reference,! refer! to! the! actogram! and! double! click! the!

activity!graph!corresponding!to!that!date.!You!will!see!an!Expanded%Actogram.!
An!example!Actogram!is!shown!in!Figure!1!below.!

c. Ensure! the! date! on! the! Expanded! Actogram! is! the! correct! date! of! the! activity%
(See!A!on!Figure!1!below).!

d. Adjust!the!Display!Center!(see!B!on!Figure!1!above)!to!center!the!graph!around!
the!start!time,!and!adjust!the!Display!Width!(see!C!on!Figure!1!above)!so!that!the!
time! range! on! the! xHaxis! is!~15!minutes.! This!will! allow!you! to! zoom! in! close!

enough!to!differentiate!each!epoch.!!

e. Correct! the! nonHwear! start! time! to! be! accurate! to! within! one! minute! of! the!
movement!registered!on!the!Actical!accelerometer.!We!will!be!rounding%up! to!
the! nearest! minute! of! zero! counts.! There! are! three! possible! scenarios! at! this!

point:!

i. If! the! recorded! start! time! in! the! diary! was! accurate! to! the! nearest!
minute,!indicate!that!the!recorded!nonHwear!time!was!correct!by!placing!

a! checkmark! beside! the! start! time! on! the! photocopied! diary! (see!

Example!1).!!

ii. If! the! recorded! nonHwear! time!was! inaccurate,! correct! the! time! on! the!
photocopied! log! by! rounding! to! the! nearest! minute! of! inactivity.! For!

example,! if! movement! is! recorded! during! the! first! epoch! of! 9:30,! we!

would!round!up!to!9:31!(see!Example!2).!!

iii. If! the!participant! recorded! that! they!had! removed! their! accelerometer,!
but!had!clearly!not!done!so,!cross!out!the!recorded!start!and!end!times!

on!the!diary!and!add!note!‘accelerometer!not!removed’!(see!Example!4).!

Figure%1.%
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7. Repeat% Steps% 8?9% to!verify% the% non?wear% end% time! that!was!recorded! in! the!diary.!!
Note! that! here! we! will! be! rounding! down! to! the! nearest! minute.! Therefore,! if!
movement!was!recorded!during!the!last!epoch!of!9:30,!we!would!down!to!9:30!(note:!

this!is!different!than!the!start!time,!where!we!would!have!rounded!up!to!9:31).!

!

!
8. Repeat% Steps% 6?7% for% the% remaining% non?wear% times! recorded! in! the!diary.!Ensure!

each!period!has!been!verified!before!moving!onto!another!participant.!

!

!
Note:))if)you)are)not)sure)of)the)times)you)have)corrected,)make)a)note)of)this)in)the)

“Issues)occurred?”)column)of)the)tracking)sheet.))Please)get)a)second)opinion)

(ideally)from)Chao,)Mike,)or)Emily))on)this)issue.))The)data)should)not)be)entered)

into)database)(Step)9))until)the)issue)has)been)resolved.)))

!

!

9. Indicate% that% all% Non?Wear% Times% has% been% verified% and% corrected% on% the% data%
cleaning% tracking% sheet%pinned!on! the!bulletin!board! in!Room!501G.!Every! time!you!
have!completed!all!the!sleep!time,!organized!sports!time,!and!nonHwear!time!verification!

and!correction!for!a!same!day!of!a!participant’s,!put!a!check!mark!in!the!corresponding!

day!in!the!“All!7!days!verified!&!corrected?”!column.!The)next)time)you)start)working)
on)the)data)verification)you)should)pick<up)where)you)left)off)with)this)participant.)!

!

!

10. Enter%Corrected%Non?Wear%times%information%into%Database%!
c) All!of!the!nonHwear!time!information!for!all!7!days!for!the!participant!ID,!

including!data!on!the!diary!that!was!accurate!and!data!that!was!corrected,!

should!be!entered!in!the!electronic!study!database.!!!This!should!be!entered!in!

the!“Sleep!and!Activity!Diary!Day![1T7]!–!Cleaned”!table!in!the!Database<Cleaned!
Access!file!located!in!the!Epi?Server%!%EPI%Lab!%Database!folder.!

d) Enter!your!name!in!the!Researcher!Name!column!beside!the!participant!ID!in!the!
Database!–!Cleaned!Access!file.!

%
%

11. Indicate% that% all% verified% and% corrected% data% on% the% data% cleaning% tracking% sheet%
pinned!on!the!bulletin!board!in!Room!501G.!Every!time!you!have!entered!all!the!verified!
and!corrected!sleep!times,!organized!sports!times,!and!nonHwear!times!for!a!same!day!of!

a! participant,! put! a! check!mark! in! the! corresponding!day! in! the! “All! data! entered! into!

database?”! column.!The) next) time) you) start) working) on) the) data) entry) you) should)

pick<up)where)you)left)off)with)this)participant.)%
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SAS Code Used in Imputation Dataset I 
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Variable Legend: 
- sex: indicates sex of participant, dichotomous 
- race: indicates race of participant, dichotomous  
- health: indicates the presence of any diagnosed chronic illnesses, dichotomous 
- family: indicates family structure, dichotomous 
- edu: indicates level of parental education, categorical 
- inc: indicates annual family income, categorical 
- fast_food: indicates frequency of fast food consumption, categorical 
- snack: indicates weekly snacking frequency, continuous 
- maturity: indicates maturity of participant, continuous 
- zbmi: indicates BMI z-score of participant, continuous 
- zsbp: indicates systolic blood pressure z-score of participant, continuous 
- season: indicates season of data collection, categorical 
- day_code: indicates type of day, categorical 
- time_code: indicates time of day, categorical 
 
 

SAS Code: 
Proc mi data=thesis.final out thesis.final_imp; 
Class sex race health family edu inc fast_food season day_code time_code MVPA; 
Var snack age maturity zbmi zsbp sex race health family edu inc fast_food season 
day_code time_code MVPA; 
Monotone logistic (MVPA=snack age maturity zbmi zsbp sex race health family edu inc 
fast_food season day_code time_code age*sex day_code*time_code/descending); 
Run; 
 
Proc logistic data=thesis.final_imp descending; 
Class sex race health family edu inc fast_food season day_code time_code; 
Model MVPA=snack age maturity zbmi zsbp sex race health family edu inc fast_food 
season day_code time_code age*sex day_code*time_code; 
By _Imputation_; 
Ods output ParameterEstimates=thesis.imp_paramest; 
Run; 
 
Proc mianalyze data=thesis.imp_paramest; 
Class sex race health family edu inc fast_food season day_code time_code; 
Modeleffects intercept snack age maturity zbmi zsbp sport sex race health family edu inc 
fast_food season day_code time_code age*sex day_code*time_code; 
Run; 
 
 
 


